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About us

Volleyball Australia is a National Olympic 
sporting organisation that is committed to 
being a world leader in our sport. Our role is 
to inspire the love of volleyball by fostering 
participation and sporting excellence for the 
benefit of all.

World leader

We deliver world class team 
performances, supported by 
world class management and 
sport delivery infrastructure. 
We are recognised by 
our stakeholders as a 
leading national federation, 
demonstrated by leadership 
presence at OZVA, AVC, 
FIVB, and as a member of the 
Olympic Family.

Participation and 
sporting excellence

We inspire participation in 
volleyball pathways through 
our members, from grassroots 
and school children to aspiring 
Olympians. We coordinate 
national participation 
activities, and we invest to 
deliver technical infrastructure 
to grow the capacity and 
quality of our sport.

Benefit of all

We are contributing to 
the social fabric and the 
good health of a sporting 
nation through Volleyball. 
A collaborative, culturally 
inclusive, non contact,  
gender equal sport, which 
contributes to the health  
and wellbeing of society.

Advocating a culture of respect and 
personal health through the attributes  
of volleyball, our role models and our 
national teams, The Volleyroos.
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2019/20 highlights

2019

2020

2020

Successful relocation of Australian Volleyball 
Schools Cup to Queensland on the Gold Coast 

Volleyroos Men defeat Russia  
for the first time

Asian Beach Volleyball Championship 
12 – 16 Febuary 2020 
Udon Thani, Thailand
Christopher McHugh-Damien Schumann – 1st 
Max Guehrer-Zachery Schubert – 3rd

GOLD (W) FIVB Chetumal 4* 
Mariafe Artacho / Taliqua Clancy

GOLD (M) FIVB Phnom Penh 2* 
Chris McHugh Damien Schumann

Volleyroos Women participate in the Asian 
Olympic Qualifying tournament 

2019
Beach World Championships BRONZE Medal 
Mariafe Artacho del Solar and Taliqua Clancy
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Volleyball Australia board

CRAIG CARRACHER
PRESIDENT 
(LLB, Syd, University Medal; 
BCL, Oxon, 1st Class Hons)

ANDREW SCOTFORD
DIRECTOR 

Craig re-joined the Board of Volleyball Australia in 2011 as Vice President and was 
appointed President in July 2013. From 1996 until the Sydney 2000 Olympic Games 
Craig was a director and CEO of Volleyball Australia on sabbatical from his law career. 
Craig is Zonal Executive Vice President of Asian Volleyball Confederation, the Chair of 
the AVC Asian Beach Volleyball Committee and a member of the FIVB Beach Volleyball 
Council. Craig was a director of the FIVB from 2013-2016. In 2015 Craig was nominated 
and subsequently elected to the Board of the Australian Olympic Committee and Chairs 
the Culture, Nomination and Remuneration Committee and also serves on the board 
of the Australian Olympic Foundation and its Investment Advisory Committee. Craig is 
a founder and Executive Chair of Scape Australia, the largest owner operator of rental 
accommodation nationally. Craig previously pursued an investment and legal career 
working in Asia as managing partner of a leading Australian law firm and the Australian 
Packer family’s private investment group, Consolidated Press Holdings (CPH) and its 
various investments. Craig has studied and worked in the US, Scandinavia, the UK and in 
north and south-eastern Asia and has concentrated his investment and business interests 
across the Asian markets. Craig has been an active participant in beach volleyball since the 
1980s competing on local, state and national tours.

ANITA PALM
VICE PRESIDENT 
Bachelor of Human Movement, 
Education Major

Anita has extensive experience of multi-sport events through involvement at both event, 
planning and bidding stages of previous Olympics in Beijing and Sydney and the bid stages 
of London and Rio. This consultative work has included work on both the Olympics and 
Paralympics and has been crucial to the department planning, especially in the areas of 
sport from scheduling, through to entries, sport production, organisational integration 
and results. She is herself an Olympian. Anita is currently Head of Sport – Gold Coast 2018 
Commonwealth Games Corporation.

MALCOLM BORGEAUD
VICE PRESIDENT
B Com (with Distinction)  
FCPA MAICD

Malcolm is an experienced CEO & CFO with over 20 years executive and board experience 
in public and private companies. With an accounting background in business services 
and audit he brings to the Board a wealth of not-for-profit-governance and financial 
experience. He has served as Chairman on a number of State and National Committees for 
CPA Australia including their Environmental, Social and Governance Centre of Excellence 
providing CPA Australia and its 180,000 members with advice and direction on current 
environmental, corporate social responsibility and corporate governance issues. He also 
currently serves on the Boards of a number of not-for-profit organisations. Malcolm loves 
Volleyball, having played in the U20’s for Australia in the Pac Rim Tournament in 1978.

Andrew has spent the past 20 years in various roles in sport including over 7 years as 
the General Manager of Volleyball Australia from 2000 to 2007. This period has seen him 
in leadership roles at national, state and local levels across a variety of sports including 
Cricket, AFL and Basketball. He also has a passion about sports officiating and continues 
to both officiate and coach others in numerous sports including Volleyball and Beach 
Volleyball. Outside of his sports interest he currently works as a Student Support Manager 
with the Canberra Institute of Technology Student Association and is also a board member 
of the Tertiary Access Group, a cooperative buying group in the tertiary education sector.
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KERRI POTTHARST
DIRECTOR 

Kerri Pottharst is one of Australia’s most well known and well-loved athletes – a triple 
Olympian with two Olympic medals. Kerri wore the Green and Gold for Australia for an 
incredible 22 years! She competed with the Indoor National Team for 10 years and then on 
the World Tour of Beach Volleyball until her retirement in 2005. She is one of our sports 
most decorated players.  She has been inducted into the the International Volleyball Hall 
of Fame, been awarded Team of the Decade by the FIVB and is also a member of the 
Australian Sports Hall of Fame.  Kerri has written a book about her journey in Volleyball 
– The Business of Being an Athlete – and uses this to help athletes all over the world.  
Since retiring, Kerri now divides her time between coaching and mentoring elite-level 
athletes, inspiring people from all walks of life to achieve excellence through her keynote 
presentations and motivational workshops and also gives her time freely to support many 
different charities each year.  Kerri is passionate about Health and Wellness and believes 
that sport is an essential ingredient in the lives of healthy kids and adults.

JIANG YING
DIRECTOR 

Ying was a member of the Chinese women’s team that won gold at the 1984 Los Angeles 
Olympics, and then won bronze four years later in Seoul. She was also a member of the 
1982 and 1986 Chinese World Championship teams, and the team which won the 1985 
World Cup. Ying has been living in Adelaide in recent years, and Volleyball Australia 
President Craig Carracher said it was a major boost for volleyball to have someone with 
Ying’s experience and knowledge to help guide the sport into the future.

GRANT HYDE
DIRECTOR  
BComm, ACA, FFIN

Grant is a senior partner in the clients and industries group in Deloitte and in this role he 
oversees a number of the major accounts of the firm. He has worked for over 30 years in 
Australia and the UK and has extensive experience in mergers and acquisitions and capital 
raisings. Grant has previously been on the board of Caulfield South Primary School in 
Victoria for 10 years and also President of the basketball committee at Caulfield Grammar 
for 5 years. Prior to joining the VA Board he was on the Board of Volleyball Victoria.  
Grant joined the VA board in November 2018.

KIM BRADEY
DIRECTOR 
B.Sc(Ma), LL.B, GDLP

Kim has been actively involved in volleyball since a teenager, including playing, coaching 
and umpiring in South Australia and Victoria.   Outside of volleyball, Kim practices as a 
barrister in insurance and personal injuries law at the Victorian Bar, having previously 
been a partner of a national law firm.  She sits on the Workcover Magistrates’ Court Users 
Group, and is a director of the Essoign Club Limited, a club serving the judiciary and the 
Victorian Bar, providing strategic and operational advice to ensure the continued vibrancy 
of the Essoign’s offerings to its members.  She has also had extensive experience in the 
administration of not-for-profit bodies, having served as a director of the Australian 
Insurance Law Association for two decades and been the secretary of the Malvern 
Marlins Masters Swimming Club for five years.  She also sits on two Law Council of 
Australia committees, as well as on the Victorian Bar’s Compensation Law Bar Association 
committee. Kim joined the VA board in November 2019.
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Presidents report

The year that was! We have all lived 
through this year in a way we had not 
expected. For our sport it began as 
the fires raged around Australia and 
challenged our community and our 
events in so many places..  

We worried if our first national beach volleyball event 
would be safe as we travelled to Cobram ahead of the 
Australia Day holiday. As we drove into Cobram and the 
fires started to come under control we were conscious of 
the coronavirus developments in China and anticipating 
the impact on our Olympic ambitions and preparations 
and our domestic campaign of events for 2020. By the 
time our first beach volleyball event was over on the 
banks of the Murray River it was obvious the world was 
changing and we would have to adapt.

It is in these times we must be thankful. Thankful for our 
community, for the unique nature of our participants, 
supporters, families and fans. Thankful for how we 
came together in our sport and in our communities. 
How we extended ourselves to work through the issues, 
understanding some did it very hard and are still doing 
it hard. Many will suffer the fall out for long periods 
and in this time we also lost some that were dear to us. 
Thankful for how our leadership among the States and 
Territories embraced the many demands for change and 
the existential threats that confronted them. How our 
Associations and Clubs responded, engaged, extended 
themselves and managed their own frustrations and 
challenges to support the health and wellbeing of our 
communities in so many ways is admirable. Closing 
down our sport is the antithesis of what we strive to do 
– but we had to work together to shut down to protect 
and ultimately now to start to open up.

I witnessed personally the wonderful embrace of my 
colleagues in our state and territory associations, our 
coaches and officials, our parents and players. I travelled 
to Melbourne from my home in Sydney and was “locked 
down” days later for 11 weeks and 2 weeks quarantine 
and in that time it was my volleyball friends and family 
that supported me – in that way I knew you were 
supporting each other also. And as the courts opened 
and the beaches were activated like our lands after the 
fires of last summer, we saw the first signs of volleyball 
life again.

We have had some tremendous successes this year still 
and this report celebrates those. But my fear now is to 
expedite the development of our young athletes who 
have missed a year and maybe two in their important 
development period. We simply must engage now with 
eventing and activation in a safe and secure way – a new 
way and a sustainable way. The AVL, the ABVT and our 
age group events must re engage on a new level and on 

a more dynamic basis. We have had time to reset and 
now we must prepare for our vision for success. That is 
our recommitment to our community and our sport.

And while all of this has invaded our lives there is real 
hope … there is a real sense now that we will succeed in 
our bid to host the 2032 Olympic Games in Queensland. 
As a member of the Australian Olympic Committee the 
excitement is real. Young Australians starting school 
next year could graduate in the year of a home Olympic 
Games – for many of us two in a lifetime, and for some 
3. And your Volleyball Australia is on the front foot 
of advocacy and representation and support and will 
prosecute that opportunity aggressively. It is in that 
sense – Australia’s time again!

I’d like to acknowledge the members of the Volleyball 
Australia Board who have supported tough decisions 
again this year and they have each been engaged so 
thoroughly and I am so thankful. In October 2019 Tracey 
Holmes resigned from the Board and I would like to 
extend my gratitude for the enormous contribution she 
made during her time with us.  I would also like to take 
the opportunity to welcome Kim Bradey to the Board – 
her experience, fresh perspective and love of the sport 
have already proven to be invaluable. 

Finally, I would like to extend my thanks to the State 
and Territory executive and board members that remain 
so vigilant in sharing their needs and opinions in a 
constructive and cooperative way – our tone of voice has 
changed and I thank each person as we each share that 
responsibility together to be off the court as we expect 
behaviour on the court. My deepest thanks extend to 
the staff led by Andrew Dee and Clare Phillips as well 
as the Executive of our sporting organisations and 
their volunteers with special mention to the Volleyball 
Australia staff who all volunteered considerable salary 
reductions and changed working conditions during 
these stressful times of uncertainty. They revealed the 
resilience of our sport in such a wonderful manner and I 
thank them on behalf of our sport.

There are wonderfully optimistic times ahead, great 
challenges and it is time to double down our effort for 
our sport and we commit that to our community.

CRAIG CARRACHER
PRESIDENT

CRAIG CARRACHER
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CEO’s report

Who would ever have imagined the 
year we have just experienced? This 
time last year in my CEO’s Report 
I reflected on a successful year of 
programs and events and referred to 
the level of excitement and optimism 
with which we were looking towards 
the 2020 Olympic Games. 

As we all know, that time has now come and gone 
and not a ball was served, passed or blocked in Tokyo. 
But that’s not nearly the worst of it. 2019-20 was also 
memorable for being the year that saw large areas 
of Australia the size of small countries incinerated by 
catastrophic bushfires, huge metropolitan and rural 
areas devastated by destructive hail stones and whole 
coast lines excavated by massive storm induced ocean 
swells. 

Then, as if all that wasn’t enough, a virus like no other 
spread across the world and completely changed our 
way of life. In Australia we have learned concepts and 
phrases such as social distancing, coughing etiquette, 
hand hygiene and JobKeeper. We have experienced 
whole cities in lock down, borders on a map once taken 
for granted closed, surgical masks being worn in parks 
and enforceable restrictions placed on social gatherings 
and visiting our own families.  

I expect it would be difficult to find a person in Australia 
who hasn’t been materially affected by one or more, or 
all, of these events. 

Clearly this has had an effect on the delivery of sport 
here and around the world and at the time of writing 
this report we remain cautious about the reactivation 
schedule of sport on the domestic front and uncertain 
about when international borders will reopen. 

On the bright side going forward, sport is well placed 
to make an enormous contribution to our collective 
and individual recovery from the effects of the 
pandemic. The direct health benefits of reactivating 
the community’s  participation in sport are obvious, 
but it will also be the less tangible social benefits that 
facilitate community wellbeing that maybe sports’ most 
important role in the coming months.

On the Court 
While individual tournament results are detailed later 
in this Annual Report, I must admit that my overall 
reflection on the performances of our national teams is 
mixed and punctuated by missed opportunities when it 
counted most. 

While our men’s and women’s Volleyroos performed well 
in patches, the primary objective was to qualify for the 
2020 Olympic Games, which eluded both teams despite 
there being cause for optimism along the way. 

Similarly, our men’s Beach Volleyroos showed enough 
form late in 2019 for us all to feel cautiously confident 
about our chances in the Continental Olympic 
Qualification Tournament in New Zealand, only to be out 
played and relegated to battle it out in the semi-finals in 
June 2021. 

While it’s not constructive to dwell too long on such 
results, lessons must be learned, and we must all 
accept responsibility for our misses and become truly 
accountable for future performances. 

On a brighter note, our women’s Beach Volleyroos 
combination of Mariafe Artacho del Solar, Taliqua Clancy 
and coach Kirk Pitman continued to improve and after 
winning the bronze medal at the 2019 FIVB World 
Beach Volleyball Championships in Hamburg and strong 
performances on the FIVB World Tour are placed 5th on 
the FIVB World Rankings and are likely to qualify well for 
the delayed 2020 Tokyo Olympic Games.  

One of the areas most affected by the events of 2019-
20 is the emerging elite development and pathway 
programs. With the COVID-19 restrictions came the 
complete loss of training camp and competition 
opportunities for a whole cohort of athletes and 
coaches. This is something we recognise and are 
planning to address in the coming period. 

In contrast, following a short recess, the Australian 
Volleyball Academy maintained its engagement with 
the athletes by delivering individualised remote training 
programs throughout April and May and returned to 
being fully operational towards the end of June. This was 
no small feat and was only possible due to the drive and 
commitment of the AVA coaches and support staff. 

Events 
While my most vivid recollection of the year was the 
emotional outpouring of disappointment at the decision 
to cancel the FIVB Gold Coast World Tour Event on 
Coolangatta Beach in March, there were a number of 
highlights on our calendar that deserve mention. 

The first Australian Volleyball Schools Cup on the 
Gold Coast was a huge success and provided the 
backdrop for an equally successful AVL finals series 
at the Carrara Indoor Sports Centre. In this regard I’d 
like to thank the offices of each participating State and 
Territory Volleyball Association for their commitment to 
successfully presenting the home and away rounds that 
culminated in the final’s series. 

ANDREW DEE
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In another chapter of our new partnership with Tourism 
Events Queensland and the City of Gold Coast, we 
successfully staged the Australian Junior Beach 
Volleyball Championships (AJBVC) at Coolangatta 
Beach in March 2020, just before having to cancel the 
inaugural Australian Beach Volleyball Schools Cup and 
FIVB World Tour Event. The AJBVC was sensational and 
demonstrated that beach volleyball has found a fabulous 
home on the Gold Coast. 

I would be remiss not acknowledge our partners in and 
around Manly and the support we received this year 
from the NSW Department of Sport and the Northern 
Beaches Council to enable Volleyfest to be held on 
Manly Beach for the 6th consecutive year. However, that 
wasn’t the end of the drama and the event was again 
jeopardised only days out from the first match, but this 
time by mother nature as Manly Beach was washed into 
the ocean. Its reconstruction was a mammoth effort 
by everyone involved and highlighted the commitment 
and determination of the VA events team and our local 
partners to making it happen. 

Away from the Courts 
The education of our coaches and officials, introduction 
of our sport into new markets and schools, the creation 
and refinement of community volleyball products and 
the development of underpinning IT platforms and 
resources continue to drive our ambitions off the court 
to be more efficient and effective in what we do. 

VA’s popularity within the national Sporting Schools 
program continues to be a feature of our community 
participation programs, together with the “We Are 
Volleyball” program and Lightvolley initiative. 

Corporately we have also been scoring a few points. 
While not without its challenges, 2019-20 has also 
presented opportunities and even a couple of silver 
linings. While our ability to physically connect may 
have been limited, the acceptance of communications 
technology has enabled us to interact with an efficiency 
and frequency like never before. In this regard I’d like 
to acknowledge the efforts of each State and Territory 
Association CEO and office for their collective support 
of each other and me during the year. 

You’ll note in the accounts that VA has achieved an end 
of year financial surplus that will enable it to materially 
reduce its negative net equity position by $219,000.  This 

follows the small surplus of $8,000 it achieved in the 
previous year. While this is partly the result of COVID 
related government subsidies and stimulus packages, it 
was also made possible by the unanimous gesture by all 
VA staff to take a 20% reduction in salary from March – 
August 2020. 

Please join me in thanking our sponsors and corporate 
partners who have also experienced the challenges of 
2019-20:

• Hancock Prospecting 

• Sport Australia

• Australian Institute of Sport 

• FIVB

• Australian Olympic Committee

• Commonwealth Games Australia 

• City of Gold Coast 

• Tourism Events Queensland

• Scape 

• Helloworld Travel  

• Mikasa

• Gerflor 

• South Australian Sports Institute 

• Queensland Academy of Sport 

• Northern Beaches Council, Sydney

• NSW Department of Sport 

I would like to make particular mention of John 
Boultbee, who served as High Performance Director until 
his departure in March 2020 to take up the role of Chief 
Executive Officer of the National Sports Tribunal. John’s 
dedication and contribution to the his role and the sport 
of volleyball was enormous and his ongoing support 
greatly appreciated.

Finally, I’d like to acknowledge the members of the 
Volleyball Australia Board and staff who have worked 
together to navigate through the challenges of 2019-20 
with care a genuine sense of caring and commitment to 
each other and the sport of volleyball. This is perhaps 
the most important ingredient in our recovery.

ANDREW DEE
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
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Volleyball Australia executive team

ANDREW DEE
CHIEF EXECUTIVE 
OFFICER

PHIL BORGEAUD
NATIONAL 
TECHNICAL 
DIRECTOR

CLARE PHILLIPS
FINANCE MANAGER

JOHN BOULTBEE
HIGH PERFORMANCE 
DIRECTOR

PHIL MULLER
EVENTS DIRECTOR

Andrew commenced in the role of CEO in January 2018 with over 30 years of executive 
level leadership and performance management experience in the sports industry.  
Andrew was CEO of Rowing Australia Ltd. for over a decade and has held senior 
management positions at the Australian Institute of Sport and completed complex 
high-performance reviews for Cricket Australia and the Australian Rugby League as an 
independent consultant. In addition to his Bachelor’s Degree in Sports Science, Andrew 
has completed international executive management programs at the London Business 
School and INSEAD. Andrew is currently President of the ACT Olympic Council and 
Executive Chairman/co-founder of DCON Partners, a company specialising in intelligence 
and investigation operations.

Phil has a long history with Volleyball in Australia, as a former National Team player he 
went on to become the Inaugural Head Coach of AIS Men’s Volleyball Program in the 
early 90’s, establishing the full-time program based in Sydney. He then transitioned to the 
High Performance Manager role with Volleyball Australia and over saw the planning and 
implementation of Volleyball’s Sydney Olympics campaign including beach and indoor. His 
experience in Sports Management lead him to the ASC and the AIS, where he has spent the 
past 17 years in various senior management roles. Phil has come back to Volleyball as the 
National Technical Director, a role which he started in October 2018.

Clare has over 30 years’ experience in financial and budget management, including over 
20 years in National Sporting Organisations. She joined Volleyball Australia in April 2018 
following 14 years as Finance Manager at Rowing Australia and, before that, 3 years in 
Swimming Australia. Prior to this, Clare had a successful 13 year career in the Australian 
Public Service working in budgets and financial management.

John Boultbee started with Volleyball Australia in November 2014 as the new Director of 
High Performance. He was the fifth Director of the Australian Institute of Sport from 1995  
to 2001. While he was Director, he supervised the Olympic Athlete Program. In 2004, he 
was appointed by Football Federation Australia to establish a high-performance unit.  
Since 2000, he has also been a director of Australia for UNHCR Limited  In March 2020, 
John departed Volleyball Australia following his appointment as Chief Executive Officer of 
the newly created National Sports Tribunal..

Phil is a previous Vice-President of Volleyball Australia and transitioned to the Executive 
Team in August 2015. After his secondment to the 2018 Gold Coast Commonwealth 
Games as the Beach Volleyball Competition Manager, he has returned to VA in the role 
of Events Director. He has retired from Education Queensland as the Executive Officer 
for Queensland School Sport. Phil has a long history with volleyball, spanning some 34 
years, as a player, coach and administrator. The highlight being appointed by SOCOG as 
Deputy Competition Manager for Volleyball at the Sydney 2000 Olympics and Competition 
Manager for Sitting Volleyball at the Sydney 2000 Paralympics.
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Volleyball Australia  
commissions and committees

STATE EXECUTIVE COMMISSION

Adam Castle VACT

Baz Wedmaier SVNSW

John Lay VNT

Gary O’Donnell VQ

Anne-Marie McAinsh VSA 

Stephen Ibbott VTI

Geoff Rietschel VVI

Robyn Kuhl VWA

PRESIDENT’S COMMISSION

Dan Williams VACT

Deb Chung SNSW

John Lay VNT

Boris Georgieff VQ

Craig Watson VSA

Stephen Ibbott VTI

Paul Freckleton VVI

Ian Phipps VWA

VOLLEYBALL AUSTRALIA REFEREE COMMITTEE

George Chalhoub  

Dean Turner

Peter Bawhey

Jaek Passier

Andrew Scotford

AUSTRALIAN BEACH VOLLEYBALL  
ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Anita Palm

Darren Grimsey

Greg Jury

Joey Yigit

Louise Bawden

Margo Wiltens

Trent Clarke

Nathan McLeod

Simon Naismith
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Message from Sport Australia
JOHN WYLIE AM 

Success in sport is always hard 
fought. But it’s a fight Australian high-
performance sport welcomes as it 
continues to achieve success.  

The start of 2020 has been an extraordinarily tough time 
for Australians, including all of us committed to sport. 

The impact of bushfires and the COVID-19 pandemic 
have been confronting for communities, where we all 
know sport plays such an important role.

At the Australian Sports Commission (ASC), comprising 
Sport Australia and the Australian Institute of Sport 
(AIS), our energy is focused on supporting our partners 
through these times as we continue to advocate the 
importance of sport to our economy, productivity, 
health, wellbeing and culture.

We believe whole-heartedly that when we get through 
this challenging period, sport will play a prominent role 
in lifting the nation’s energy and spirits again.

Times such as these can also make us more appreciative 
of what we do have and of the success we have 
achieved.

Success in sport is always hard fought. But it’s a fight 
Australian high-performance sport welcomes as it 
continues to achieve success.  

Last year the wonderful Ash Barty won the French Open 
and became our first female No1 tennis player since her 
idol, Evonne Goolagong Cawley, in 1976. Javelin-thrower 
Kelsey Lee-Barber set personal bests throughout the 
year and took the title at the IAAF World Championships 
in Doha. Dylan Alcott added three more Grand Slam 
quad wheelchair singles trophies to the cabinet and 
Sailing duo Matt Belcher and Will Ryan claimed the 
men’s 470 World Championship. In the pool, our 
swimmers won seven gold medals at the FINA World 
Championships, placing Australia fourth on the medal 
tally. 

This year our inspiring women’s cricket team won a fifth 
World T20 title, drawing a record crowd of 86,174 to 
the MCG. How fitting that this historical moment fell on 
International Women’s Day. These results are a testament 
to the tenacity and passion of athletes, coaches, sports 
staff and sporting organisations, which know we have all 
the skills and abilities to achieve success. 

I am proud too of the service our organisation provides 
to Australian sport each year, on behalf of the Australian 
Government.

The ASC, through Sport Australia and the AIS, delivers 
25,000 grants a year.

The AIS, funds and prepares our Olympic, Paralympic 
and Commonwealth Games to represent us at the 
highest level in international competition.

In the past few years, we have enhanced our support 
to athlete wellbeing and engagement, a move that is 
essential, especially in the current environment.

Sport Australia invests in sports participation programs, 
from our national Sporting Schools program for younger 
children through to the Better Ageing program aimed at 
Australians aged 65 and over.

So many of these grants fuel aspirations. Our Local 
Sporting Champions program supports 9,000 children a 
year to reach for their sporting dreams.

Our Women Leaders in Sport program and the AIS 
Talent program provide opportunities for women to 
progress their professional development in all roles 
across sport.

We continue to work with sports to modernise 
traditional governance structures in Australian 
sporting organisations and we continue to encourage 
environments that are inclusive, diverse, safe and 
welcoming, making sport the benchmark for a more 
equitable society. 

This was to be the year of the 2020 Olympics and 
Paralympics in Tokyo. Instead, it has been postponed to 
2021, with the Olympic Games to be held from 23 July to 
8 August 2021 and the Paralympics from 24 August to 5 
September 2021.

We have already witnessed a great deal of positivity 
from athletes who now need to re-set. I’m confident, as a 
united sport system, we will do the same.

JOHN WYLIE AM
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CFO’s financial report

2019/20 has been an extraordinary 
and challenging year for all.

The disruption to business felt across 
the sport and, indeed, the world 
due to COVID-19 makes it difficult 
to draw meaningful conclusions 
from the financial results for the 
year, other than to note that, in spite 
of all of the upheaval, Volleyball 
Australia (VA) delivered a surplus of 
approximately $219k (2019: $8k).

During the reporting period VA delivered 
several financially successful events 
including the 2019 Australian Junior 
Volleyball Championships in Canberra, 
and the 2019 Australian Volleyball Schools 
Cup held, for the first time, on the Gold 
Coast, QLD.  Also contributing to a 
very successful and profitable period 
for the Events area was the Australian 
Beach Volleyball Tour which culminated 
in the 2020 Volleyfest at Manly.  The 
positive financial performance of these 
events in turn enabled the organisation 
to support the Olympic qualification 
campaign of our men’s indoor team.

When it became apparent that COVID-19 
was going to necessitate the cessation 
of almost all sporting activity for the 
foreseeable future, it was immediately 
clear that the organisation would not 
be able to survive the downturn in 
revenue that would follow.  As a result, 
all staff accepted a 20% reduction in 
salary and hours which, it was envisaged, 
would last for at least 6 months.  To 
their enormous credit, staff accepted 
this request without complaint and this 
savings measure, together the receipt of 
Federal Government stimulus payments 
and support from partners including 
Sport Australia and Tourism and Events 
Queensland, combined to help the 
organisation to a result that is enormously 
encouraging in the circumstances.

A summary statement of financial 
position together with disclosure 
of key management personnel 
remuneration follows:

 2019/2020 2018/2019

Statement of Comparative Income

Total Revenue  $7,230,292  $8,496,142 

Total Expenses  $7,010,587  $8,487,893 

Total comprehensive income  
attributable to members of the entity  $219,705  $8,249 

   

Statement of Financial Position   

Total Current Assets  $1,253,285  $1,718,935 

Total Non-Current Assets  $364,278  $185,803 

TOTAL ASSETS  $1,617,563  $1,904,738 

   

Total Current Liabilities  $2,270,555  $2,734,098 

Total Non-Current Liabilities  $35,244  $78,581 

TOTAL LIABILITIES  $2,305,799  $2,812,679 

   

TOTAL EQUITY ($688,236) ($907,941)

Role - Executive Team members  
or equivalent

Remuneration  
($’000)

Chief Executive Officer 150-200

High Peformance Director 100-150

National Technical Director <100

National Events Director <100

Finance and Administration Manager <100

Volleyball Australia Key Management Personnel

CLARE PHILLIPS
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Thanks must go to our Patron, Mrs Gina 
Rinehart, major sponsors HelloWorld 
Travel and Hancock Prospecting, partners 
the Australian Olympic Committee and 
Commonwealth Games Australia and all of 
our sponsors, partners and supporters for 
their generous financial support.

I would also like to thank Sport Australia 
and the Australian Institute of Sport for their 
financial support of Volleyball in Australia, 
and for their guidance and assistance during 
the difficult times of 2020.  

A conservative budget has been framed for 
the coming 12 months as we continue to 
navigate the changing environment, whilst 
also focussing on the Olympic qualification 
and preparation process for our high 
performance teams, the development of our 
elite pathway athletes and the continued 
growth of our participation base through 
initiatives such as the Light Volley Program.

The full audited financial report for the 
year ended 30 June 2020 is included at 
Appendix 1 of this report and also available 
online at www.volleyballaustralia.org.au.

CLARE PHILLIPS 
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER
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Participation report

National Participation Manager  Rebecca Walter 
National Participation Coordinator  Joella Hanson 
  
Despite significant impacts in the last quarter of the 
reporting period due to COVID-19, our data collection for 
membership and exposure showed an 11% increase across all 
exposure categories. The data we collect will inform how we 
define the footprint of our sport and market it in the future. 
Streamlining of our participation data collection continues 
to evolve and has the potential to be an important business 
tool.

Further work is required to ensure we are capitalising on the 
amount of volleyball played nationally and actively seeking 
ways to engage and interact with new and emerging 
volleyball participants, linking current programs and 
grassroots development.

We continue to develop new, engaging, and modified ways 
to play that adhere to national and state regulations on 
participation. Our focus is to re-engage opportunities to 
coordinate active movement and modified game play to 
support people playing, engaging and being physically 
active.

To say this year has been challenging is an understatement, 
however during these times of self-isolation we will strive 
to provide opportunities for people to engage, stretching 
the boundaries of innovation and continue to experience 
volleyball together.

A special thank you is due to the Member States and 
Territories and their Executive Officers for their support 
and ongoing commitment to growing participation in our 
sport. Our collective process of delivering on participation 
outcomes would not be present without everything that you 
do. I remain grateful for the passionate discussions and look 
forward to many more.

Aus Aid for the ongoing support and funding for our PSP 
program and Volleyball Vanuatu and staff for the ongoing 
and successful delivery of Volley4Change.

Victoria University First Year College, specifically Loretta 
Konjarski, for her ongoing support and education expertise 
across all aspects of participation.

All of our volunteers, coaches, officials and volleyball 
participants contributing to the growth of participation in 
our wonderful sport.

Our collective approach to develop, source 
and enhance participation opportunities 
nationally is of paramount importance.  

REBECCA WALTER

133K+
PROGRAM

32K+
EVENT

74K+
SCHOOL

29K+
THIRD PARTY

Exposure Participants

246
Active Clubs/ 
Associations

20K+
Full Active 
Members

Looking forward:

The sporting landscape has changed and our collective 
efforts to ensure we provide participation opportunities 
is more important than ever. We will seek to be 
proactive in how we maintain levels of participation 
whilst planning for resurgence into the community.

Our modified equipment and engaging return to sport 
programs will be of significance in the coming months. 
We will continue to support our current programs 
to enable sustainability and further development 
across the country, giving Clubs/Associations more 
opportunities to grow and enabling everyone wishing to 
participate in our sport an opportunity and ever better 
environment to do so.

• We are conducting a comprehensive evaluation of 
our WaV program and offerings

• Club Development is a priority to enable our sport to 
increase membership and participation

• We will launch our newly developed modified 
volleyball product Light Volley, with online learning 
priorities to upskill facilitators with current best 
practice enabling a focus on modification and 
adapted delivery to cater for our ever-changing 
participation base

• Establish our Community Engagement Framework, 
with modifications to engage innovative remote 
learning and delivery opportunities addressing 
physical activity, social and mental wellbeing, utilising 
a cross-organisational approach

• Increase our focus on capacity building through our 
new online education platform

• Increase our focus on modified equipment further 
engaging grass roots development in alternative 
avenues of delivery

• Continue to develop and distribute appropriate 
resources in support of the delivery of Spikezone in 
the Primary School and Secondary School network

The way we engage with sport is changing, our 
priority is to innovate, communicate and offer ongoing 
opportunities for all wishing to participate in volleyball. 
Volleyball Australia will strive to deliver on strategic 
outcomes to establish sustainable opportunities for 
participation whilst fostering a lifelong love for our 
sport.
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REBECCA WALTER

We are Volleyball

The WaV Agenda is an innovative, first of its kind 
participation offering. The limits of this program 
are uncharted with new and innovative ways being 
explored to highlight volleyball opportunities from 
metro participation to regional and remote areas of the 
country. Over the past three years, these opportunities 
have included greater school engagement, regional 
development, junior participation pathways, marketing 
and promotion, new product development and 
accessible education and equipment. 

The following map depicts delivery projects over  
the three years of the program (2017 – 2020).

VA has initiated a comprehensive review of the WaV 
Agenda with considerations of historical, current and the 
individual projects desired aims and objectives; and how 
these aims, and objectives meet the needs of Volleyball, 
to make recommendations to the VA Board concerning 
the impact and future feasibility of WaV including the 
financial implications for the growth and development of 
the sport.

Co-invested National Investment 
Strategy to highlight and fund 
participation activities and strategies.

We are Volleyball  
Year’s 1 – 3 Projects

Map depicting delivery projects over the three years of the program (2017 – 2020).

Western Australia
• Year 1 

 » The game of choice  
for all the family

 » People development  
– accessible Education

• Year 2
 » Providing development  
opportunities and support  
to regional Western  
Australia Discover Volleyball

• Year 3
 » Discover Volleyball Year 2
 » Discover Volleyball – Casual Volley

Volleyball Australia
• Year 2 — Accessible Spikezone equipment
• Year 3 — Beach Volleyball officiating 

capacity building

South Australia
YEAR 1 – 3
• Spike in Sporting Schools 
• Promote and run 

increased number 
of Sporting Schools 
programs across SA.

Victoria
YEAR 1 – 3 
• Regional Association  

Development Officer  
(RADO) – West

Tasmania
• Year 2 – Employ trainee & 

expand school program

Australian Capital Territory
• Year 1

 » Social Beach – Sets on the Beach
 » Spikezone Beach

• Year 2
 » Masters All Surface Tournament
 » VACT Coach Development

• Year 3 
 » Lyneham Beach Facility - Marketing 
and Promotions

New South Wales
• Year 1

 » NSW U15 State Championships
 » Junior Beach/Beach Spikezone

• Year 2
 » Regional Hub/player participation

• Year 3 
 » Solidifying the NSW Base
 » Discover Volleyball Implementation

Queensland 
YEAR 1 – 3 
• Accessible Equipment: Upgrading 

equipment, clubs, schools and venues

28 Projects/Programs 
Delivered over 3 years
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Light Volley

In early 2019 Volleyball Australia was successfully 
awarded funding to deliver a modified version of the 
sport, Light Volley, as a part of the Sport Australia 
Participation Grant Program.

Project objectives include:

• Getting inactive people moving in their local 
community

• Building awareness and understanding of the 
importance of physical activity across all stages of life

• Improving the system of sport and physical activity 
by targeting populations at risk of inactivity, across all 
life stages; and 

• Delivering ongoing impact through the development 
of sector capability

The Light Volley product is an incredibly simple but 
powerful solution to addressing the perception and 
realities inherent in most sporting activity of high levels 
of skill acquisition, high physical exertion and social 
stigma attached to performance. Through the simple 
yet effective modifications of a ball making it softer and 
lighter and a portable freestanding net with flexible user 
options these barriers were directly addressed.

In conjunction with delivery partner, Victoria University, 
over the past 12 months the development of Light Volley 
has sought to;

• Approach and develop new opportunities in 
innovative ways to enhance our offerings and increase 
participation

• Establish baseline equipment offerings catering to 
multiple levels of engagement and participation

• Develop interactive online learning modules to 
introduce and upskill current and future facilitators in 
best practice grassroots development

 » These modules aim to challenge the way facilitators 
deliver a physical activity session and aim to provide 
the knowledge and skills for facilitators to become 
the best they can be

Due to delivery impacts relating to COVID-19, we were 
granted an extension for the completion of our Light 
Volley Project through to December 2020.

To date we have delivered 30+ programs and engaged 
well over 2000 participants with significant high uptake 
of our new freestanding net and modified balls.

We will continue to innovate our offerings to suit the 
needs of future participants and deliver in alignment to 
national and state strategic priorities.

Light Volley is easily and safely modified, 
with adaptable delivery models, attractive 
to participants of all ages, female friendly, 
welcoming and inclusive.

REBECCA WALTER
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.

The COVID-19 related lockdown and consequent school 
closures impacted numbers in Term 2 2020 with delivery 
down 75% compared to the same period in 2019.

Equipment and resources have been prioritised over 
the past 6 months to ensure volleyball remains relevant 
and visible in a remote learning/delivery environment.

Increased demand for modified equipment has enabled a 
specific focus on adapting and modifying our deliverable 
outcomes to suit the needs of our participants.

Spikezone/Sporting Schools
REBECCA WALTER

27K+ 
Participants engaged

306 
Sporting Schools 

Programs Run

Delivery through the Sporting Schools program 
continues to grow with our participant and 
program numbers increasing year on year
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Activations

Our delivery is supported on the ground by 
local clubs, associations, member states and our 
Volleyroos and Australian Volleyball Academy 
athletes who continue to represent our sport as 
ambassadors for aspiring young participants.

Activation Zones at events allows for mass participation 
highlighting volleyball’s adaptability, allowing 
accessible opportunities for all wishing to participate. 
We delivered a range of activities using modified 
equipment designed to introduce skill development, 
promote a fun and heathy lifestyle and engage in 
a little bit of competitive fun to over 5,000 people 
throughout the year. These activities included:

VA’s New Freestanding Portable Mini Net

• The net is 6m long and can be set up to be 1.6m high 
or remove a couple of poles and it is suitable for 
Sitting Volleyball or our youngest recruits, aged 1 and 
above

Serving Net/Radar Gun

• Setting up the serving net attracts an array of 
participants, those who are aiming to get it on target, 
or those are looking to test their accuracy and speed.

Vertec/Jump Competitions

• Vertecs are set up and used to enable participants 
to test their jump on all surfaces and was the most 
popular piece of equipment across all age groups and 
activations. 

Information/Education Sessions

• Newest to our list of activations is our education/
meet and greet opportunities with our Volleyroos. 
Who better to inspire future participation than those 
currently living it!

REBECCA WALTER

We continue to grow and enhance our Community 
Engagement Strategy through engaging, interactive 
event activations enabling more people to ‘have a go’ and 
experience the sport of volleyball.  



Over 5000+ people 
ACTIVATED

Increased social media 
footprint

Perfect locations  
for engagement

Increased awareness 
& exposure for our 

Volleyroos
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19/20 ACTIVATIONS

Nhulunbuy Rotary 30th Beach Volleyball Competition 
 – 996 km from Darwin  
Nhulunbuy, NT – August 2019

Olympic Change Makers  
Canberra/Sydney - September 2019

Australian Junior Volleyball Championships  
Canberra – Sept/Oct 2019

Volleyfest 
Manly – February 2020

Australian Volleyball Schools Cup  
Gold Coast – December 2019
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Education

2019/20 was a particularly busy year. Volleyball Australia’s extensive 
event calendar in addition to the multiple overseas events presented 
many opportunities for coaches and referees to participate across a 
broad range of activities. 

NAM PHAM

Growth in volleyball event sizes in Australia required a 
dedicated drive to develop more coaches and officials. 
A greater number of coaching and officiating courses, 
workshops and seminars were held across the country 
by Volleyball Australia and our state affiliates.   

Coaches 
It had been a while since Volleyball Australia brought 
together all our national coaching staff from both 
the indoor and beach programs. The “We Are One” 
Volleyball Australia National Coaching Conference 
was held the weekend prior to AJVC at the AIS on the 
27th-29th September. Volleyball Australia program 
coaches shared their knowledge and experience through 
interactive sessions, workshops, and seminars. Over 50 
coaches from around the country were in attendance. 
The success of this conference ensured that VA now 
would plan this conference to be held biannually in the 
future.

Volleyball Australia supported the delivery of three 
Level 3 Coaching Courses during the period: Perth 
11-13 October, Sydney 18-20 October, and Gold Coast 
14-19 December. Notably the course held at the Gold 
Coast was delivered in conjunction with the annual post 
AVSC Volleyball Australia Junior Development Camp. It 
was the first time this had been done and will now be 
considered as a viable delivery model in the future. 

Referees
With the aim of building beach volleyball officiating 
capacity across the country, through the support of the 
“We Are Volleyball” Participation Funding Program, the 
new Level 2 Referee Course was delivered through-out 
the summer. The new course was designed to integrate 
the preparation of candidates to officiate both indoor 
and beach. The target of 120 participants nationally 
was well exceeded with 200 people participating in the 
courses.

“We Are Volleyball” Volleyball Australia Level 2 Referee 
Courses delivered 

• ACT (21-11-19), 15 Participants (Pilot)

• SA (09-01-20), 69 Participants

• QLD (08-02-20), 64 Participants

• NSW (08-02-20), 21 Participants

• WA (14-02-20), 17 Participants

• VIC (22-02-20), 9 Participants

• NT (18-07-20), 5 participants 

With the advent of COVID -19, face-to-face courses 
were temporarily not permitted. A revised format of the 
content and delivery mode of the Level 2 Referee course 
was implemented with great success. Many of the states 
adopted this model of course delivery to stay connected 
to their members during the shutdown.

Volleyball Australia Referee Committee

Volleyball Australia would like to express our 
appreciation to Catriona Tweedie, who resigned at the 
end of 2019, for her time and effort through her role as 
the VARC Education Member over the past two years. 
Catriona worked behind the scenes adapting the new 
education framework and requirements for Volleyball 
Australia.  We congratulate and welcome Peter Bawhey 
onto the committee with his appointment to the VARC 
Education role. 

George Chalhoub 
Chair 
VARC Member

Jaek Passier 
Pathways 
VARC Member

Dean Turner 
Technical  
VARC Member

Andrew Scotford 
VA Board Rep  
VARC Member

Peter Bawhey 
Education   
VARC Member
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2019 AUSTRALIAN JUNIOR  
VOLLEYBALL CHAMPIONSHIPS
Referees Delegate:  
Jaek Passier
Ass. Referee Delegate:  
David Rosamilia, Julian Coburn
Referee Supervisors:  
Shane Clouston, Kimberley Oates, Darren Grimsey, Mary 
Kerekere, Renae Harvey, Thomas Savage, Stephen Ibbott
Referees:   
AJ Hedge, Ava Lardner, Brady Nicholson, Brenton  
Peters, Brighid Scanlon, Bruno Schmiedt Falcao, Callum 
Brown, Christopher Gordon, Dakota Russel, David Fuller, 
Desmond Billy, Emily Foster, Emma Reid, Giuseppe 
Vigliarolo, Igor Golev, Jayden Norsworthy, Josh Eickhoff, 
Juanita James, Kai Ibbott, Justin Blades, Kaman Chan, 
Karl Hayduk, Kelly Sykes, Kenneth Tan, Kevin-Pierre 
Nguyen, Lachlan Reardon, Laymond Chu, Luke Jettner, 
Maribel Law, Mat Lawton, Matthew Wingrove, Max 
Badirwang, Megan McCall, Michele Herbert, Milan 
Nikolic, Murray Mansfield, Natasha Popple, Nathan 
Elvery, Oliver Guazzelli, Paul Chalmers, Penelope Hucker, 
Rachel Seo, Rebekah Rath, Rita Hsu, Stephen Long, 
Suchart Suwanaphichon, William James Burns

2019 AUSTRALIAN OPEN 
CHAMPIONSHIPS
Referees Delegate: 
Jaek Passier, George Chalhoub, Andrew Scotford
Referees: 
George Chalhoub, Julian Coburn, Chris Kelly, Rob 
Szydlowski, Shane Clouston, Jaek  Passier, Aaron 
Leo, Russell Egan, Igor Golev, Kim Oates, Fred Wang, 
Tanya Kowald, Tom Savage, Giuseppe Vigliarolo, Rob  
Gaspersic, Philippa Clews, Vevin  Mathews, Colin Lai, 
Egor Kalinin, Rebekah Rath

2019 AVL SUPER LEAGUE
Referees Delegate:  
Carla Hoorweg
Referee Supervisors:  
Dawn Xu, Vevin Mohan Mathew, Stephen Page, Lachlan 
Reardon, Yangyang Ma, Natalie Kessell, Ana Tarbetsky, 
Brian van der Weide, Colin Lai, Nathan Dang, Oliver 
Guazzelli, Renae Harvey, Kenneth Tan, Egor Kalinin, 
Emma Reid, Chris Kelly, Igor Golev, Brian Neal

2019 AUSTRALIAN VOLLEYBALL 
SCHOOLS CUP
Referee Delegate: 
Danielle Francis, David Rosamilia
Ass. Referee Delegate:  
Renae Harvey, Oliver Guazzelli, Colin Lai, Egor Kalinin
Referees Supervisors: 
Matthew Wingrove, Rebekah Rath, Brian Van der Weide, 
Brian Neal, Emma Reid, Ben Kerian, Dakota Russell, Ray 
Harris, Michele Herbert, Jayden Norsworthy, Connor 
O’Neil, Sam Timmerman

2019/2020 AUSTRALIAN BEACH 
VOLLEYBALL TOUR - COBRAM
Referee Delegate:  
Darren Grimsey
Referees:  
Aaron Krahe, Jaek Passier, Bert Lukitsch, Justin Blades, 
Andrew Scotford 

International appointments

VOLLEYBALL AUSTRALIA INTERNATIONAL APPOINTMENTS
2019 Pacific Games Beach Volleyball, Samoa, 8-12 July 2019    Steve Giugni (TD)
2019 Pacific Games Beach Volleyball, Samoa, 8-12 July 2019    Catriona Tweedie (RM) 2019 
Pacific Games Beach Volleyball, Samoa, 8-12 July 2019    Andrew Scotford
2019 Pacific Games Beach Volleyball, Samoa, 8-12 July 2019    Darren Grimsey 
2019 Pacific Games Volleyball, Samoa, 10-20 July 2019    Dean Turner (TD)
2019 Pacific Games Volleyball, Samoa, 10-20 July 2019    Liz Pollock (RM)
2019 Pacific Games Volleyball, Samoa, 10-20 July 2019    Chris Kelly
Asian Women’s U23 Volleyball Championship, Vietnam, 13-21 Jul 2019  Dani Francis
FIVB Volleyball Men’s U21 World Championship, Bahrain, 18-27 Jul 2019  Phong Nguyen
Asian Men’s U23 Volleyball Championship, Myanmar, 3-11 Aug 2019   George Chalhoub
Asian Senior Women’s Volleyball Championships, Korea, 18-25 Aug 2019  Carla Hoorweg
Asian Senior Women’s Volleyball Championships, Korea, 18-25 Aug 2019  Dean Turner (RD)
Asian Senior Men’s Volleyball Championships, Iran, 13-21 Sep 2019   Robert Szydlowski
FIVB Volleyball Girls’ U18 World Championship, Egypt, 5-14 Sep 2019  Carla Hoorweg
FIVB Beach Volleyball Tour 3 Star, China, 3 Oct – 3 Nov 2019   Tanya Kowald
FIVB Beach Volleyball Tour 3 Star, China, 3 Oct – 3 Nov 2019   Jonathan Lamprecht 
Asian Women’s Olympics Qualification Tournament, 7-12 Jan 2020, Thailand  Carla Hoorweg
Asian Men’s Olympics Qualification Tournament, 7-12 Jan 2020, China  Robert Szydlowski
Asian Men’s Club Volleyball Championship, Thailand, 18-26 April 2020*  George Chalhoub
Asian Men’s U20 Volleyball Championship, Iran, 8-16 June 2020*   Julian Coburn
Asian Women’s U19 Volleyball Championship, China, 20-28 June 2020*  Aaron Leo
*Event Cancelled due to COVID-19
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2019/2020 AUSTRALIAN BEACH 
VOLLEYBALL TOUR, AUSTRALIAN 
CHAMPIONSHIP - MANLY
Referee Manager:  
Darren Grimsey
Referees:  
Peter Bawhey, Kristina Knezovic, Justin Blades, Jayden 
Norsworthy, Jaek Passier, Kevin Lentin, Aaron Krahe, 
Jonathan Lamprecht, Derek Scales, Alicia Espinosa
 
2020 AUSTRALIAN BEACH VOLLEYBALL 
CHAMPIONSHIP - COOLANGATTA
Referees Delegate:  
Darren Grimsey
Referee Supervisors:  
Jaek Passier, Bert Lukitsch, Linley Scholes, Tanya 
Kowald, Jayden Norsworthy, Sam Delaney 

2020 AUSTRALIAN U19/U21 BEACH 
VOLLEYBALL CHAMPIONSHIPS - MANLY
Referees Delegate:  
Peter Hreszczuk
Referee Supervisors:  
Jayden Norsworthy, Kristina Knezovic, Linley Scholes, 
Justin Blades, Aleesa May, Arnaud Montreff,  
Peter McCurdy

2020 AUSTRALIAN JUNIOR BEACH 
VOLLEYBALL CHAMPIONSHIPS - 
COOLANGATTA
Referees Delegate:  
Sam Delaney
Referee Supervisors:  
Nathan Dang, Darren Grimsey, Michele Herbert, Aaron 
Krahe, Aleesa May, Kevin Nguyen, Jayden Norsworthy, 
Rebekah Rath, Linley Scholes, Desiree Tan, Catriona 
Tweedie, Alicia Espinosa

2020 WORLD TOUR – COOLANGATTA  
(CANCELLED*)
Referee Manager:  
Catriona Tweedie
Referees:  
Tanya Kowald, Kevin Lentin, Jonathan Lamprecht, 
Andrew Scotford, Darren Grimsey, Peter Bawhey
Auxiliary Officials: 
Justin Blades, Kane Booker, Ben Booth, Cristianna Paz 
Colmenares, Jasmine Crossley, Susan Fowkes, Karl 
Hayduk, Chris Hodges, Morgan Keeble, Aaron Krahe, 
Jayden Norsworthy, Connor O’Neil, Linley Scholes, April 
White, Zabi Adbullahi, Jonier Alizadeh, Henry Breen, 
Alicia Espinosa, Keryn Gabriel, Oliver Guazzelli, Michele 
Herbert, Luke Jettner, Bert Lukitsch, Kylie Marshall, 
Aleesa May, Andrew Naef, Natasha Popple
*Unfortunately, due to COVID-19 restrictions, the FIVB 
Beach Volleyball Tour scheduled in Coolangatta was 
cancelled just days prior to the event start date. 

OTHER INTERNATIONAL  
APPOINTMENTS/ACTIVITIES: 
FIVB RULES OF THE GAMES  
AND REFEREEING COMMISSION
Commission Member:  
Peter Hreszczuk 

AVC REFEREEING COMMITTEE
Committee Member:  
Dean Turner 

ACTIVE FIVB INTERNATIONAL REFEREES
Carla Hoorweg 
Robert Szydlowski 
Phong Nguyen 
Julian Coburn 
Chris Kelly 
Aaron Leo 
Michael Fitzpatrick 
Shane Clouston 
Danielle Francis 
George Chalhoub

ACTIVE FIVB INTERNATIONAL  
BEACH VOLLEYBALL REFEREES
Tanya Kowald 
Jonathan Lamprecht 
Kevin Lentin 
John Bennett 

ACTIVE AVC BEACH  
VOLLEYBALL REFEREES
Andrew Scotford 
Darren Grimsey 
Pete Bawhey 
Derek Scales

INTERNATIONAL REFEREE COURSES
Asian International Referee Candidate Course:   
Sam Chung, Jaek Passier

International appointments (cont)
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High performance report

The COVID-19 pandemic has played a major part in the 
beach Volleyroos qualifying plans being delayed for the 
now postponed Olympics, with the Men’s and Women’s 
teams having no touring activity from March-June. 

Due to funding support from the AIS, Volleyball Australia 
was able to appoint Gearoid Towey to the role of Athlete 
Wellbeing and Engagement Manager (AWE) from 
December 2019. The AWE Manager is primarily working 
with VA’s high-performance Men, Women and Beach 
athletes. Beach Volleyroos

The 2019-20 year was initially slated as the final phase 
of the Tokyo 2020 Olympic Games qualification period. 
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, all international beach 
volleyball tournaments were postponed or cancelled 
from March 15th, and as a consequence, VA beach 
athletes and teams experienced no international 
competition experiences and results during this period. 

Australia’s major performance achievements were 
highlighted by: 

• 2019 World Championships Bronze medal, Hamburg 
Germany, Mariafe Artacho Del Solar / Taliqua Clancy, 
led by Senior Coach Kirk Pitman displayed great 
levels of strength in adversity after losing a pool 
play match and a significant knee injury to Mariafe 
sustained in the first round of elimination play, the 
team competed successfully through the single 
elimination phase matches and achieved a podium 
result with a thrilling Bronze medal match victory v 
Switzerland. Great team support from Brad Tutton, 
Andrew Schacht, Petra Bouthoorn and Simon 
Naismith ensured Australia was on the podium at a 
Senior World Championship for the first time since 
2007. 

• 2019 Asian Champions Gold Medal, Udon Thani 
Thailand, Christopher McHugh and Damien 
Schumann, led by Senior Coach Andrew Schacht, 
supported by Simon Naismith and Julia Allan, 
the team progressed through this tournament 
undefeated, winning all seven matches in extremely 
trying conditions defeating China in the final. This was 
Christopher’s 4th Asian Championship crown and 
Damien’s 1st. 

• 2019 FIVB World Tour Gold, Chetumal Mexico, Mariafe 
Artacho Del Solar / Taliqua Clancy, led by Senior 
Coach Kirk Pitman and supported by Andrew Schacht 
and Petra Bouthoorn. This was the team’s first 4-star 
tournament since Mariafe’s medial ligament knee 
injury sustained at World Championships. The ability 
for this team to get back on the tour and win Gold 
was a very impressive achievement, defeating China 
in the final.

Max Guehrer and Zach Schubert’s progress as a team 
has seen positive developments throughout the 2019-
2020 period. Joining forces together in mid-July the 
team achieved a Bronze medal at the 2019 Asian 
Championships, winning 6 matches and only losing 1 
match. 

The disappointment during this period was the 
Continental Cup Phase 1 Men’s result. The Australian Men 
lost the final to New Zealand and are now required to 
win the semi-final in order to progress to the Continental 
Cup final. 

Throughout 2021, the National Beach Program will be 
sharply focused on the Tokyo Olympic campaigns, 
providing maximum support for our Olympic Gold 
medal quest of Mariafe Artacho del Solar and Taliqua 
Clancy who are expected to qualify for Tokyo through 
their FIVB Olympic Ranking, whilst seeking to qualify 
additional teams by winning the Men’s and Women’s 
Asian Continental Cups, with the finals scheduled for 
June 2021.

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic and the subsequent 
cancellation of international travel and events, a strategic 
decision was made to relocate the Women’s National 
Beach program. From July 2020 the women’s campaign 
headquarters will be relocated from South Australia to 
the Queensland Academy of Sport facilities in Brisbane. 
This decision was made to enable the women to 
optimise their outdoor training time during winter, when 
the teams would ordinarily be training and competing in 
the Northern Hemisphere’s summer season. 

Headlining the women’s program will be the 2019 
World Championship bronze medallists and Olympic 
medal aspirants, Taliqua Clancy and Mariafe Artacho del 
Solar, along with their coaches, Kirk Pitman and Brad 
Tutton. Clancy and Artacho del Solar will be joined in 
Queensland on a full-time basis by Phoebe Bell and 
Jessyka Ngauamo. Women’s pair Nicole Laird and 
Becchara Palmer will visit the Brisbane hub regularly 
as part of a deliberate strategy to also enhance their 
preparation.

The Men’s program will continue to be based at the 
South Australian Institute of Sport (SASI) in Adelaide. 
The program includes 2018 Commonwealth Games 
champions, Chris McHugh and Damien Schumann, 
along with their coach Andrew Schacht. They will train 
alongside the pairing of Max Guehrer and Zac Schubert, 
with Margo Wiltens engaged as their coach. Margo 
will also be coaching women’s pair Nicole Laird and 
Becchara Palmer. 

In the 2019-20 year the Olympic qualification process the 
main focus for both our indoor and beach teams. The 
Men’s Volleyroos ended their qualifying tournament in a 
disappointing fashion, whilst the Women’s Volleyroos posted 
their most successful year to date and Beach qualification 
was postponed to 2021 due to the COVID-19 pandemic
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Margo’s planned appointment follows additional support 
provided by the South Australian Institute of Sport, 
which will significantly intensify the current elite training 
environment.

The Beach Volleyroos four-year program cycle was 
reviewed in June 2020, with a panel consisting of VA 
CEO Andrew Dee, VA National Technical Director Phil 
Borgeaud, Russ Borgeaud, VA Vice-President Anita 
Palm, VA High-Performance Operations Manager 
Vasanta Iyer, and former National Team athlete Louise 
Bawden. The panel interviewed several current athletes 
and support staff, with recommendations from the 
review will be put forward to the board and finalised and 
implemented by the end of 2020.

Men’s Volleyroos
The Men’s Volleyroos had a chance in August to secure 
their spot in Tokyo at the Olympic Qualifiers in Bari. They 
began their tournament playing Serbia, where they came 
away with the first set, but ultimately lost 3-1 (28-26, 19-
25, 19-25, 30-32).  

The team then went on to face highly ranked Italy and 
were confidently leading 2 sets to 1. A win to Italy would 
have greatly helped the Volleyroos in their Olympic 
campaign, however they lost the next two sets, and 
eventually lost 3 – 1 (25-21, 19-25, 26-24, 17-25, 13-15) 

The Volleyroos then finished out the tournament, 
beating Cameroon in straight sets (25-17, 25-16, 25-18). 

After a successful campaign at the Asian Senior 
Championships in Iran where the team came away with 
a silver medal, the Men’s Volleyroos headed to the World 
Cup in Japan from October 1-15, where they won two 
matches and finished the World Cup in 11th place. 

For the Men Volleyroos, Olympic Qualification for Tokyo 
2020 could have been achieved by winning the Asian 
Continental Olympic Qualification Tournament that was 
held in China in January 2020. The team was dealt an 
early coaching blow by having both regular assistant 
coaches Luke Reynolds and Liam Sketcher unavailable 
for the campaign due to their international club 
commitments. 

The team assembled in Poland for a training camp in the 
week leading up to the qualification, before heading to 
Jiangmen, China for the tournament. 

First up, the men faced a tough opponent in South 
Korea, eventually winning in 5 sets. Next up was Qatar. 
Due to a combination of factors, the team went down 
in three straight sets. They were able to finish their 
campaign with a convincing win over India, however 
South Korea’s subsequent win over Qatar meant that the 
Men’s Volleyroos 2020 Olympic dream had come to an 
abrupt end. 

Next on the competition schedule was the Tokyo test 
event, followed by the 2020 VNL season. The squad 
chosen was to reflect this event being of a development 
opportunity for up-and-coming Volleyroos together with 
available senior Volleyroos. The Tokyo test event and 
VNL season were unfortunately cancelled, as a result of 
the COVID-19 pandemic. 

The Men’s Volleyroos four-year program cycle was 
reviewed in April 2020, with a panel consisting of VA 

CEO Andrew Dee, VA National Technical Director Phil 
Borgeaud, Russ Borgeaud, VA Vice-President Anita 
Palm, VA High-Performance Operations Manager 
Vasanta Iyer, and former National Team athlete David 
Beard. The panel interviewed several current athletes 
and support staff, with recommendations from the 
review will be put forward to the board and finalised and 
implemented by the end of 2020.

Their world ranking throughout this year has remained 
at 16th.

Women’s Volleyroos
The Women’s program continued their upward trajectory 
from the first half of 2019 under the management of new 
Head Coach Martin Collins, who took over from Shannon 
Winzer in May 2019. 

The team competed at the Thailand Invitational 
Championships in July, where they finished 5th, before 
moving on to the Asian Under-23 Championships in 
Hanoi, Vietnam. The team performed well, coming 9th 
overall, after narrowly missing the top eight, after losing 
pool matches to eventual 2nd place, People’s Republic of 
Korea, and 3rd place, Thailand.  

The Women’s Volleyroos then moved on to the VTV Cup 
in Vietnam where they also finished 5th. Both events 
proved to be excellent preparation in the lead up to 
competing at the Asian Championships held in Korea in 
September 2019, where they finished 9th. This resulted 
in the women’s team qualifying for the Asian Olympic 
Continental Qualification Tournament which was held in 
Thailand in January 2020.

To prepare for the Asian Olympic Qualifying Tournament, 
the squad held a week-long training camp at the AIS in 
Canberra, before travelling to Thailand to have a training 
camp in Bangkok, and then on to Nakhon Ratchasima to 
compete in the qualifier. 

The Women’s Volleyroos’ pool included host country 
Thailand, and Chinese Taipei; both teams ranked above 
Australia at the time of the Tournament. Australia played 
Chinese Taipei first, losing in three sets, 20-25, 18-25 
and 14-25. The Women’s Volleyroos then went on to 
play Thailand, losing in three sets, 25-12, 25-15 and 25-13. 
Thailand would then eventually play in the final, losing to 
South Korea in three sets. 

The Women’s program was set to tour Asia and 
potentially Europe in 2020, however the COVID-19 
pandemic halted any domestic and international activity 
from March-June. 

The Women’s Volleyroos four-year program cycle was 
reviewed in June 2020, with a panel consisting of VA 
CEO Andrew Dee, VA National Technical Director Phil 
Borgeaud, Russ Borgeaud, VA Vice-President Anita 
Palm, VA High-Performance Operations Manager 
Vasanta Iyer, and former National Team athlete Rachel 
Rourke. The panel interviewed several current athletes 
and support staff, with recommendations from the 
review will be put forward to the board and finalised and 
implemented by the end of 2020.

The Women’s Volleyroos ended the year with a World 
Ranking of 37.

High performance report (cont)
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Beach Volleyball

Senior Men’s Coach                                                                Andrew Schacht

Head Women’s Coach Kirk Pitman

Senior Women’s Coach Brad Tutton  
(from April 2020)

Operations Manager &  
Senior Performance Analyst Simon Naismith

Women’s Development Coach Tom Kroeger (until 
September 2019)

Men’s Development Coach Mick Nelson 

Lead Physical Performance Coach Ben Haines

Performance Behaviour Coach Tom Patrick

Principal Medical Officer Dr. James Ilic

Physiotherapist – Lead James Trotter

Physiotherapist – on Tour Petra Bouthoorn

Physiotherapist – on Tour Julia Allan

Physiotherapist – on Tour Britt Calling

Soft Tissue Therapist Tim Joy

Dietitian Olivia Warnes

Skill Acquisition Specialist Mick Maloney

Men’s Volleyball

Senior Men’s Coach                                                                Mark Lebedew  
(until February 2020)

Assistant Coach Luke Reynolds

Assistant Coaches

Liam Sketcher
Craig Marshall

Paul Carroll
Martin Collins

Brendan Garlick

High-Performance  
Operations Manager 

Giorgio Poetto  
(until October 2019)

Vasanta Iyer  
(from January 2020)

Tom Kroeger (until 
September 2019)

Principal Medical Officer Dr. James Ilic

Physiotherapist – Lead Darren Austin

Physiotherapist – Senior Julia Allan

Strength & Conditioning Coach Luke Reynolds

VA High Performance Staff 2019-20

Senior Women’s Coach                                                                Martin Collins

Assistant Coach / Manager Sue Jenkins

Assistant Coach / Manager Russ Borgeaud

High-Performance  
Operations Manager

Giorgio Poetto  
(until October 2019) 

Vasanta Iyer  
(from January 2020)

Principal Medical Officer Dr. James Ilic

Physiotherapist – On Tour Henry Tram

Physiotherapist – On Tour Casey Abblitt

Women’s Volleyball

Athlete Wellbeing
The wellbeing and personal development of athletes 
is an important priority for Volleyball Australia. The 
organisation has been fortunate enough to receive 
funding in this area. 

The Athlete Wellbeing and Engagement Manager (AWE) 
appointed, Gearoid Towey, is a three-time Irish Olympic 
rower and former World Champion. Since he retired 
from rowing at the Beijing Olympic Games, he became 
aware that athlete transition is a serious issue affecting 
thousands of people and that a lot more can be done 
to help athletes prepare for the day they must move on 
from elite sport. 

Since commencing his role in December 2019, Gearoid 
has been working one-on-one with high-performance 
athletes on a range of personal, educational, and 
professional development opportunities. Athlete 
transition protocols have also been established to assist 
athletes exiting VA high-performance programs due to 
injury, deselection, or voluntary retirement.

As the COVID-19 pandemic began, the emphasis on 
athlete wellbeing became more important than ever. 
During the COVID shutdown, the AWE Manager along 
with assistance from the AVA coaching staff ran weekly 
wellbeing workshops (digital nutrition, resume building, 
time management, overcoming setbacks, mental health 
awareness etc) for the remote based AVA and HP 
athletes. Once the program returned to training, the 
AWE Manager continued to work with the athletes on a 
range of issues via email, phone, or text.

To date, approximately 15% of current HP athletes have 
accessed the AIS mental health referral network and/
or the career development referral network. Whilst it 
is promising that athletes are beginning to utilise the 
mental health and wellbeing resources available to them, 
there is still much work to be done in this area. 

A specialised wellbeing and career development 
platform is in the process of being built for all of VA’s 
AVA and HP athletes. This portal will serve as a ‘one-
stop shop’ for HP and AVA athletes to contact the AWE 
Manager for any wellbeing related questions or issues. 
This will ensure that all athletes have direct access to the 
AWE Manager, and that no athletes feel unsupported in 
the wellbeing space. 
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Men’s results

14th FIVB MEN’S WORLD CUP
Nagano & Hiroshima, Japan

   1st – 15th October 2019  
   Finished 11th out of 12 teams

Athletes
Arshdeep Dosanjh (NSW)
Paul Sanderson (VIC)
Travis Passier (QLD)
Trent O’Dea (VIC)
Max Staples (WA)
Jordan Richards (VIC)
Luke Perry (WA)
Nehemiah Mote (NSW)
Samuel Walker (WA)
Ben Bell (QLD)
Luke Smith (WA)
Lincoln Williams (QLD)
Curtis Stockton (VIC)
James Weir (ACT)

Staff
Mark Lebedew (SA) Head Coach
Martin Collins (QLD) Assistant Coach
Giorgio Poetto (ACT) Team Manager
Julia Allan (VIC) Physiotherapist

Results
Australia – Egypt 1-3 (22-25; 25-21; 23-25; 18-25)
Australia – Brazil 0-3 (15-25; 20-25; 17-25)
Australia – Russia 3-2 (25-16; 22-25; 26-28; 25-21; 15-12)
Australia – Iran 1-3 (22-25; 25-18; 18-25; 25-27)
Australia – Canada 1-3 (25-18; 26-28; 20-25; 22-25)
Australia – Japan 0-3 (17-25; 22-25; 22-25)
Australia – Italy 0-3 (28-30; 13-25; 22-25)
Australia – Poland 0-3 (18-25; 20-25; 9-25)
Australia – USA  0-3 (14-25; 13-25; 16-25)
Australia – Tunisia 3-0 (25-17; 25-17; 25-21)
Australia – Argentina 0-3 (20-25; 21-25; 24-26)

2020 MEN’S ASIAN OLYMPIC 
QUALIFICATION TOURNAMENT 
Jiangmen, China

   7th – 12th January 2020 
   Finished 5th out of 8 team

Athletes
Beau Graham (QLD)
Arshdeep Dosanjh (NSW)
Paul Sanderson (VIC)
Thomas Edgar (QLD)
Harrison Peacock (SA)
Trent O’Dea (VIC)
Max Staples (WA)
Jordan Richards (VIC)
Luke Perry (WA)
Nehemiah Mote (NSW)
Samuel Walker (WA)
Lincoln Williams (QLD)
Thomas Hodges (VIC)
James Weir (ACT)

Staff
Mark Lebedew (SA) Head Coach
Craig Marshall (QLD) Assistant Coach
John Boultbee (NSW) Team Manager
Darren Austin (VIC) Physiotherapist

Results
Australia - Korea 3-2 (23-25; 25-23; 26-24; 20-25; 19-17)
Australia - Qatar 0-3 (15-25; 21-25; 23-25)
Australia - India 3-1 (25-27; 25-21; 25-21; 25-22)

Volleyroos Results
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2020 WOMEN’S ASIAN OLYMPIC 
QUALIFICATION TOURNAMENT 
Nakhon Ratchasima, Thailand

   7th – 12th January 2020 
   Finished 7th out of 7 teams

Athletes
Tara Maland (SA)
Mikaela Stevens (NSW)
Alisa Kinkella (QLD)
Caitlin Bettenay (QLD)
Jennifer Tait (QLD)
Kelly Lean (VIC)
Jaimee-Lee Morrow (VIC)
Jennifer Sadler (WA)
Danusia Sipa Borgeaud (ACT)
Beth Carey (SA)
Rebecca Reeve (SA)
Monique Stojanovic (VIC)
Agnieszka Kudziela (QLD)
Katrina Janssen (VIC)

Staff
Martin Collins (QLD) Head Coach
Russell Borgeaud (ACT) Assistant Coach
Vasanta Iyer (ACT) Team Manager
Henry Tram  (VIC) Physiotherapist

Results
Australia - Chinese Taipei 0-3 (20-25; 18-25; 14-25)
Australia - Thailand 0-3 (12-25; 15-25; 13-25)

Women’s results

Beach results

FIVB WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS 2019,  
HAMBURG GERMANY 
|| 28th June - July 7th 2019  
Mariafe Artacho del Solar/Taliqua Clancy -  
Won 6 matches and lost 2 to finish 3rd Bronze Medal
Nicole Laird/Becchara Palmer - Won 1 match  
and lost 3 to finish 33rd 
Cole Durant/Damien Schumann - Won 2 matches 
and lost 3 to finish 17th 

FIVB GSTAAD, SWITZERLAND 5* 
|| 8th - 14th July 2019   
Phoebe Bell/Jess Ngauamo - Won 0, Lost 1 to finish 41st 
Nicole Laird/Becchara Palmer - Won 0, Lost 1 to finish 41st 
Zachery Schubert/Damien Schumann - Won 0, Lost 1  
to finish 41st

FIVB ESPHINO, PORTUGAL 4* 
|| 17th - 21st July 2019    
Maximilan Guehrer/Zachery Schubert - Won 4, Lost 2 to finish 9th 
Cole Durant/Damien Schumann - Won 1 Lost 2 to finish 25th 

FIVB EDMONTON, CANADA 3*  
|| 17th - 21st July 2019    
Nicole Laird/Becchara Palmer - Won 4, Lost 2 to finish 4th 

FIVB TOKYO, JAPAN 4*   
| 24th - 28th July 2019     
Cole Durant/Damien Schumann - Won 0 Lost 1 to finish 25th 
Phoebe Bell/Jess Ngauamo - Won 0 Lost 1 to finish 25th

FIVB VIENNA, AUSTRIA 5*   
| 31st July - 5th August 2018      
Cole Durant/Damien Schumann - Won 1, Lost 1 to finish 33rd 
Maximilan Guehrer/Zachery Schubert - Won 0, Lost 1 to finish 41st 

FIVB QINZHOU CHINA 3*      
| 30th October - 3rd November 2019     
Cole Durant/Damien Schumann - Won 2, Lost 2 to finish 9th 
Maximilan Guehrer/Zachery Schubert - Won 1, Lost 2 to finish 17th
Mariafe Artacho del Solar/Taliqua Clancy - Won 4 matches 
and lost 2 to finish 4th 
Nicole Laird/Becchara Palmer - Won 0, Lost 2 to finish 25th  

FIVB CHETUMAL MEXICO 4*    
| 13th – 17th November      
Mariafe Artacho del Solar/Taliqua Clancy - Won 6 matches 
and lost 0 to finish 1st Gold Medal
Cole Durant/Damien Schumann - Won 0, Lost 2 to finish 25th 
Maximilan Guehrer/Zachery Schubert - Won 0, Lost 1 to finish 33rd 

FIVB SIEM REAP, CAMBODIA 2* (WOMEN)   
|| 6th – 9th February 2020 
Nicole Laird/Becchara Palmer - Won 2, Lost 1 to finish 9th 
Phoebe Bell/Brit Kendall - Won 1, Lost 1 to finish 17th  

AVC ASIAN SENIOR BEACH VOLLEYBALL 
CHAMPIONSHIPS UDON THANI, THAILAND       
| 12th – 16th February 2020  
Chris McHugh/Damien Schumann Won 7, Lost 0 1st Gold Medal 
Maximilan Guehrer/Zachery Schubert Won 6, Lost 1 3rd Bronze Medal 
Nicole Laird/Becchara Palmer Won 3 matches, Lost 1 match 5th 
Phoebe Bell/Brit Kendall Won 2 matches, Lost 2 matches 5th 

FIVB PHNOM PENH, CAMBODIA 2* (MEN)  
| 20th – 23rd February 2020   
Chris McHugh/Damien Schumann Won 5, Lost 1, 1st Gold Medal 
Maximilan Guehrer/Zachery Schubert - Won 2, Lost 1 to 
finish 9th 

AVC CONTINENTAL CUP PHASE 1 
— OCEANIA ZONE (MEN)  
| 10th – 12th March 2020     
Chris McHugh/Damien Schumann - Won 1 match, Lost 1 
Silver Medal 
Maximilan Guehrer/Zachery Schubert - Won 1 match, Lost 1 
Silver Medal
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#AUTHOR

Commonwealth Games 

Whilst not a Commonwealth Games 
year, the year in review has been a busy 
one for Commonwealth Games Australia 
as we build on the legacies of the Gold 
Coast 2018 Commonwealth Games.

Without question though the first half 
of 2020 has been unprecedented in our 
times and we recognise the challenges the 
COVID-19 pandemic has had on sport.

These times, highlighted by the postponement of 
the Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games, 
have required us all to review and re-write, and then 
review and re-write again, our plans and activities. 

Despite having the benefit of time, with the 
next edition of the Commonwealth Games not 
occurring until July 2022, the pandemic has 
impacted the Commonwealth Sport Movement in 
Australia. The 2021 Commonwealth Youth Games 
were postponed and the calendar of events for 
2021/22 dramatically altered.  In many sports 
the Olympics/Paralympics will be followed by 
a world championships and Commonwealth 
Games in 2022 and whilst this will deliver an 
unprecedented opportunity for Australians 
to cheer for the Green & Gold in international 
competition, it will also provide challenges in what 
our Birmingham Chef de Mission Petria Thomas 
has described as a ‘bumper year of sport’.  

The pandemic has also impacted the organisers 
of the Birmingham Games, with the most notable 
change being the decision to not proceed with the 
build of new accommodation that was planned 
for the Games Village.  Instead three smaller 
villages will be used in existing accommodation 
throughout Birmingham, in addition to the Cycling 
accommodation adjacent to the velodrome at 
Olympic Park in London. This will result in a 
different Games experience, but one our Team 
Executive of Petria, Anna Meares, Sharelle McMahon 
and Tim Mahon will creatively overcome.

Despite all this, Commonwealth Games Australia 
continues to focus on our ‘refreshed’ Strategic 
Plan – First Among Equals – as we embrace the 
future beyond Birmingham 2022 to the 2026 
Games. With a strong focus on our dual vision of 
‘Pursuing Sporting Excellence’ and ‘Connecting with 
Communities’, the Plan incorporates five strategic 
priorities: Delivering Team Success; Connecting 
with Communities; Presenting a Powerful Brand; 
Leading the Way; and Hosting Great Games.

To help achieve our goal of ‘Delivering Team 
Success’ Commonwealth Games Australia 
has been a significant financial contributor 
and partner for Volleyball Australia, delivering 
$127,000 to the sport and beach volleyballers 
in the lead up to the Gold Coast Games.  

On the road to Birmingham 2022 our financial 
support continues and during the 2022 Games 
cycle, we have earmarked $13m in funding to 
member sports through programs ranging 
from youth to the elite and direct athlete 
support. That is a significant contribution to 
Australian sport, for which we are proud.

Commonwealth Games Australia invested 
$84,000 in 2019/20 to support pre-elite 
and Next-Gen beach volleyballers with 
international competition opportunities.  

We look forward to building on the successes of 
the Gold Coast 2018 campaign and continuing 
our work with Volleyball Australia to deliver 
team success together in Birmingham. 

We thank Volleyball Australia and our beach 
volleyballers for their continued efforts and support.

CRAIG PHILLIPS 
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER 
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Volleyball Australia: Queensland Academy of 
Sport Volleyball Program, a partnership between 
Volleyball Australia (VA), Queensland Academy  
of Sport (QAS) and Volleyball Queensland (VQ)  
is part of the VA’s High-Performance Pathway.

The QAS Volleyball Program has been established 
to provide a high-performance daily practice 
environment for young athletes based in South-
East Queensland. Athletes invited to be part of 
this program have been identified as having the 
potential to be able to play Volleyball (Beach and/
or Indoor) at the international level for Australia, with 
the longer-term view of Olympic representation.

The QAS Volleyball Program is an integrated program 
incorporating both beach and indoor disciplines, and 
involves players making a commitment to undertake 
practice in both disciplines on a regular weekly 
basis. Athletes work within the program through 
different squads, which cater for athletes of different 
development levels. This program provides athletes with 
access to world-class international volleyball coaching; 
physical, mental, tactical, technical and skill development 
combined with strength & conditioning and athlete 
management. The QAS Volleyball Program and its 
coaching staff take a values driven and holistic approach 
to the development of individuals as people as well as 
athletes and uses volleyball as a vehicle to achieve this.

In the 2019/20 scholarship period, the QAS Volleyball 
Program continued to grow, adding an Emerging Talent 
Centre on the South Coast (supported by Benowa 
State High School) to those in North & South Brisbane, 
Sunshine Coast, and the Darling Downs, thereby 
increasing the opportunities for young talent. In the 
September school holidays, our inaugural Talent Search 
Camp was held for Primary School aged students with 
over 100 future athletes. The QAS Volleyball Program 
also continued to build and develop the concept of 
a full-time daily practice environment for targeted 
athletes and help them prepare for high performances 
representing Australia at junior, youth or senior level 
along with Queensland senior representation. 

The success of the Volleyball Australia: QAS 
Volleyball Program is based on the excellent working 
relationship with the Queensland Academy of Sport 
and we are very grateful for the ongoing access to 
their support, funds, resources and facilities. The 
QAS Volleyball Program recognises the significant 
support from the following organisations towards 
its growth and achievements; Sandstorm, Craigslea 
SHS, Mansfield SHS, Mountain Creek SHS, Harristown 
SHS, Toowoomba Grammar, St Joseph’s Nudgee 
College, Benowa SHS and Nambour ‘Beach Pit’. 

Full-Time Staff 
Craig Marshall – QAS Volleyball Head Coach

Chris Todd – QAS Volleyball Coach (Elite & Development)

Dean Bielanowski – QAS Volleyball Coach (Emerging Talent)

Part-Time Staff
Kylie Marshall – Administration and Elite, Development & Emerging 
Talent coaching support; Volleyball Coach (Talent Search)

Support Service Staff

Dr Peter Friis – QAS Volleyball Doctor

Bobbie-Jo Strong – QAS Volleyball Physiotherapist

Shane Lemcke – QAS Volleyball Physiotherapist

Sabrina Jeffery – QAS Volleyball Sports Psychologist

Leanne Magalong – QAS Volleyball Strength & Conditioning Coach

Dan Favier – QAS Volleyball Strength & Conditioning Coach

James Henry – QAS Volleyball Personal Development Advisor

Athletes
540 Scholarship athletes in 2019/20 (an increase of 176 athletes 
from 2018/19)

Elite Performance – 10 athletes (5 females & 5 males)

Elite - 32 athletes (16 females & 16 males)

Development - 58 athletes (28 females & 30 males)

Emerging Talent – 430 athletes (230 females & 200 males)

Regional – 10 athletes

Elite Performance Athletes
Brianna Mears

Kayla Mears

Alisha Stevens

Jasmine Fleming

Annelies Jones

Mark Nicolaidis

Connor O’Neill

Steve MacDonald

Mitch Tulley

Ben Booth

Queensland Academy of Sport   
Volleyball Program
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Pathways
PHIL BORGEAUD

Overview
The structure and operation of VA’s Pathways Programs 
saw significant development during the reporting period. 
In particular, the Centre of Excellence (COE) program 
based at AIS Canberra was rebranded as the Australian 
Volleyball Academy (AVA) from 1 January 2020.  An 
integrated approach to athlete development, including 
training in both volleyball and beach volleyball, is a key 
feature of the AVA approach, based on the principle 
that training in one discipline will produce performance 
benefits in the other.  The intent is to grow the pool of 
talented young players who will compete for a place at 
the International level for Australia, with the pre-eminent 
objective being to identify and develop Beach Volleyball 
athletes capable of future Olympic medal outcomes.  

The period also saw significant staff changes, 
characterised by the simple fact that none of the 
COE or JDP staff in place at January 2019 remained 
in post at January 2020.  The changes were driven 
largely by the change in strategic direction and the 
consequent requirement for different skillsets.  

The relocation of the Australian Volleyball Schools Cup 
(AVSC) event to the Gold Coast led to the consolidation 
of the annual post AVSC boys and girls camp into a 
single large scale youth camp comprising 230 young 
athletes and 55 coaches which ran very successfully. 

The activities of the AVA and the JDP were massively 
curtailed during the period from mid-March 2020 
due to the emergence of the COVID-19 pandemic 
and the resulting domestic lockdown.  Planned 
domestic and international camps and competitions, 
including Asian Youth and Junior Championship 
events were cancelled or postponed.  The residual 
impact of these forced programming changes 
will likely be felt for a considerable time.

Australian Volleyball Academy (AVA)
The first 6 months of the reporting period focussed 
on planning for the implementation of the new AVA 
structure and strategy from January 2020, and 
included activity focussed on identifying athletes for 
inclusion in the 2020 AVA program.  Margo Wiltens 
led a 3-week tour to Europe (incl. Switzerland, 
Holland, France) for 26 Athletes and 4 staff. The group 
trained at the National Beach Volleyball centres in 
Switzerland and Holland and competed in domestic 
events with numerous podium finishes. Athletes and 
staff also experienced the Gstaad 5-Star Open where 
they were able to support the Beach Volleyroos. 

COE teams participated in the Canberra Volleyball 
League with the Women’s team finishing 1st and 
the Men’s team 2nd.  During this period COE 
athletes also competed for their states in national 
competitions, including AJVC and AVL and 11 
athletes graduated from the COE to North American 
colleges or European professional clubs.

The new AVA commenced in January 2020 with 
activities including a training block at the National 
Training Centre in Adelaide for the newly selected 

AVA Beach athletes. The opportunity for VA’s best 
developing athletes to train alongside and at times 
with the National Senior Team athletes was viewed as 
particularly successful.  The vertically integrated model 
of development has many advantages, most notably the 
implicit learning opportunities for developing athletes. 

The commencement date for the centralised element 
of the AVA Program based in Canberra was pushed 
back 2 weeks to February 3, due to air quality issues, 
from regional bushfires making training inadvisable.  

AVA athletes competed in ABVT events through to 
the onset of the COVID restrictions in March and 
represented their states in national junior beach events. 
Jasmine Fleming / Stefe Fejes had the opportunity 
to compete at the Asian (Senior) Beach Volleyball 
Championships in Udon Thani, Thailand, February 12-15.   

12 Australian Volleyball Academy athletes 
competed in the Australian Open Beach Volleyball 
Championships at Manly Beach. The AVA athletes 
came away with a win in the Men’s Division 2, and 
five athletes making the quarter finals in Division 1.

The Australian Volleyball Academy was well represented 
at the ACT Open, with a gold and bronze in the Women’s 
competition, and a silver and bronze in the Men’s.
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Womens

COE Athletes 2019

Mens

ATTRILL Tom TAS

COAN Ben NSW

PAC Apech QLD

GAI Gai QLD

GARRETT Ethan NSW

BERRY Deua NSW

POPE Lorenzo VIC

DROWN Matthew SA

HOLLAND Jackson SA

FLOWERDAY Sam QLD

GREBER Jake QLD

LUCCHESI Dylan VIC

O'NEILL Connor QLD

HODGES Chris QLD

BURNS Isaiah VIC

GREBER Billy QLD

SMITH Liam TAS

DAVIS Ben VIC

DUZEVICH Steven ACT 

DODD Khiani QLD

TIPPING Caitlin VIC

SING Elenoa QLD

KARRASCH Hannah QLD

COX Lauren VIC

AMBAGSHEER Lucy SA

INSKIP Kara QLD

DURSTON Courtney QLD

GILLSON Harriet NSW

OLSSON Kiara QLD

VOGEL Kimberley QLD

REEKS Laura NSW

STEVENS Mikaela NSW

MALAND Tara SA

STOKES Jemma VIC

MORROW Jaimee-lee VIC

JANSSEN Katrina VIC

MACKENZIE Anisa SA 

Operations during COVID lockdown
All face to face activity in both the Australian Volleyball 
Academy (AVA) and Junior Development Programs 
(JDP) ceased as of March 23 with the imposition of 
restrictions on sporting events in response to the 
COVID-19 pandemic.  AVA activities moved online, with 
60 athletes (current and potential AVA) being provided 
access to a range of training, well-being and educational 
sessions delivered over a variety of online platforms.  

Small group (up to 10) training resumed at the AIS on 
June 2 under strict COVID-safe conditions, with full 
group training permitted from June 23.

COE/AVA Coaching Staff 2019/20
Staff
Program Director Phil Borgeaud
Head Coach Margo Wiltens  
 (to March 2020)
Head Coach Men  Dan Ilott Ilott  
 (to August 2019)
Head Coach Men  Brad Tutton  
 (August 2019 to March 2020)
Head Coach Women Marty Collins
 
Assistant Coach / Administrator Myles Roantree  
 (from August 2019)
Visiting Coach   Anne Meijnderts  
 (NED, January to March 2020)

National Pathways Lead,  
Strength & Conditioning   

Anne Meijnderts  
(from March 2020)

COE/AVA Sports Science & Sports 
Medicine Staff 2019/20

Staff
Sports Medicine Dr Kimberley Wells  
 (AIS, to Dec 2019)
Sports Medicine Dr Anna Topping  
 (AIS, from Jan 2020)
Sports Physiotherapy Casey Abblitt
Sports Dietitian Sophie Stanwell
Strength and Conditioning James Tatham  
 (to Dec 2019)
Strength and Conditioning Jon Clement  
 (to March 2020)
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Pathways (cont)

VA Centre of Excellence - 2019 Graduations

AVA Beach Athletes 2020  
(Athletes committed to Beach /  
competition focus / located in home base)

AVA Integrated Athletes 2020  
(Athletes based in Canberra, with an 
integrated development approach)

Volleyroos  
(based at AVA hub in Canberra 2020)

Men
Gai Gai Northern Alberta  
 Institute of Technology, Canada
Ethan Garrett Ishoj VC, Denmark
Apech Pac  Ishoj VC, Denmark
Jackson Holland  Ishoj VC, Denmark

Women
Caitlin Tipping University of South Alabama,  
 Alabama

Hannah Karrasch College of Southern Idaho, Idaho

Jemma Stokes Trinity Valley Community College,  
 Texas

Harriet Gillson VK Vestsjaelland, Denmark

Laura Reeks Lindesberg VBK, Sweden

Katrina Janssen Lindesberg VBK, Sweden

Anisa MacKenzie USV Schwertberg, Austria

Men

Men

Men

Mark Nicolaidis QLD

Ky Landers WA 

Izac Carracher NSW

Caleb Lampard WA

Jarrah Brownhill VIC  
(Cbr base)

Jake Greber QLD  
(Cbr base)

Tom Dempsey WA

Mark Nicolaidis QLD

Lorenzo Pope VIC

Deua Berry NSW

Dylan Lucchesi VIC

Billy Greber QLD

Sam Flowerday QLD

Chris Hodges QLD

Joshua Howat WA

Reilly Keogh QLD

Fraser Garrett NSW

Korben Phillips WA

Ethan Garrett NSW

Connor O'Neill QLD

Travis Passier ACT

Sam Walker WA

James Weir ACT

Women

Women

Women

Alisha Stevens QLD

Jana Milutinovic SA  
(Cbr base)

Kayla Mears QLD

Stefanie Fejes NSW

Jasmine Fleming QLD

Kara Inskip QLD

Khiani Dodd QLD

Lauren Cox VIC

Lucy Watkins QLD

Jaiha Birkett ACT

Tessa Browne WA

Tara Phillips SA

Charlotte White SA

Ella Milne QLD

Caitlin Tipping VIC

Jennifer Tait QLD

Tara Maland SA

Mikaela Stevens NSW

Elenoa Sing QLD

Danusia Sipa 
Borgeaud ACT

Harriet Gillson NSW

In addition to the AVA Athletes there were a 
number of Volleyroos located within the AVA 
Canberra hub training alongside AVA athletes, 
either during the professional club offseason 
or living and working in Canberra.
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Athletes

Scarlett Rudder QLD

Brodie Baker QLD

Sophie Alchin WA

Jasmine Serra WA

Imogen Barron-Toop VIC

Thea Biss QLD

Charlotte Duncan QLD

Chloe Durston QLD

Maria Lukic VIC

Kirsty Gordon WA

Sasha Simmonds SA

Caitlin WHINCUP WA

Coaches

Sue Rice VIC

Peter Giannes SA

Rachel Georgieff QLD

Laurel Wentworth 
(physio) QLD

Junior Development Program (JDP)

Through the annual calendar of national developmental 
camps and international tours, as well as commitment to 
international benchmark competitions including Asian 
Volleyball Age Group Championships, the JDP provides 
athletes and coaches with an introduction to high-
performance training and competition environments.

The reporting period saw a staff change with Lauren 
Wann joining the team in the JDP Coordinator role, 
our largest ever JDP camp, held on the Gold Coast 
and disappointment for our National Youth and Junior 
teams with the postponement and likely cancellation of 
the Asian Age Group Championship events due to the 
COVID pandemic.

2020 was to be a busy year for the Junior Development 
Program, with five Asian and one World Championships 
tournaments in addition to several development camps 
and tours. Due to the unprecedented COVID-19 global 
pandemic, all development camps and tours to the 
end of 2020 have been cancelled and all international 
Championship events have been rescheduled to dates 
commencing in January 2021.

Junior Development Program  
Activity Summary
Camp/competition with New Zealand  
October 2019 (Youth Men & Women)
A Youth Age Group camp was held immediately a the 
AIS post-AJVC, providing 64 young athletes (28 boys, 
36 girls) a competitive opportunity against athletes from 
New Zealand’s Youth and Junior age groups. Australian 
teams dominated most of the matches, including those 
with age mismatches e.g. AUS Youth vs NZ Junior.

Good Neighbour Tournament (Junior Men) 
November 2019  
November saw the continuation of JDP involvement in 
the annual Good Neighbour Tournament held at the AIS 
in Canberra. Hosted by ACT Volleyball, the tournament 
provided a domestic competition opportunity for Junior 
Men athletes who were supported by 6 coaches.

Philippines Tour (Youth Women) 
December 2019 
12 Youth Women athletes and 4 coaches travelled to 
Pasig City, the Philippines to compete in the Rebisco 
Volleyball League finals from 22 Nov – 01 Dec 2019.  
The competition facilitated the development of  
technical and tactical skills in an international 
competition environment. 

The Junior Development Program has continued to provide 
developmental and competitive opportunities for significant 
numbers of athletes and coaches through enjoyable and 
positive volleyball experiences. 
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Junior Development Program (cont)

Post AVSC Development Camp  
December 2019, Gold Coast
The first major development camp in the Carrara venue 
proved a resounding success.  Accommodation and training 
venues worked very well.  The athletes were exceptionally 
well behaved, drawing high praise from the Griffith Uni 
Village management.  The Level 3 Coaching Course 
integrated with the camp attracted 27 coaches.  

• 230 athletes (boys and girls), born 2003 – 2007, 
nominated by States, AVA and JDP coaches

• 55 coaches, including 27 undertaking  
a Level 3 coaching course

• Accommodation – Griffith University Village 
• Volleyball Training – Carrara Stadium, 11 courts in 1 hall
• Beach Volleyball Training – Sandstorm, Brisbane
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U19 Beach Development Camp 
January 2020, Adelaide
This camp at Glenelg included 80 athletes (boys 
and girls), born 2002 and later, nominated by 
States and JDP coaches. 12 experienced coaches 
provided valuable feedback to athletes throughout 
the camp and supported athlete participation 
in the SA Open. All teams showed improvement 
throughout the competition with three female teams 
and two male teams reaching the SA Open finals, 
including Brodie Baker (QLD) and Mikayla PLAPP 
(VIC) producing a bronze medal performance.

Japan Schools Incoming Tour 
February 2020, Canberra
27 JDP male athletes (born 2004/2005) and 7 
coaches descended on the AIS, Canberra for the 
Development Camp and international competition 
opportunity against the Japan U15 Boys team. For 
many athletes and coaches, this was their first taste 
of international competition with tactical playing 
skills developed and new friendships formed. 

Team Green

Coaching Group

Toby Bergh QLD

Christian Grasso NSW

Tim Darani SA

Edward Ly NSW

Josh Singh NSW

Rohan Affonso VIC

Will Kay VIC

Harley Sinclair NSW

Jack Palmer QLD

Xander Van Driel QLD

Kailan Birkett ACT

Liam Scheel QLD

Jeremy Mcevoy QLD

Toby Willis SA

Andre Borgeaud ACT

Michael Watson ACT

Mladen Stankovic NSW

Alec Walker NSW

Lauren Wann QLD

Kai Tai NSW

Sean Dolan VIC

Team Gold

Daniel Beitz QLD

Samuel Chen NSW

Mitchell Croft VIC

Charlie Disbury SA

Timothy Ebbs NSW

Ben Hood QLD

Sam Kay VIC

Kuan Qi Den WA

Kynan Leong NSW

Cameron Marshall SA

Danyl Mathews WA

Zane Mcdonald QLD

Tyson Mik SA
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Junior Development Program (cont)

Asian Under 19 Beach Volleyball Championships 
(postponed) – Selected Teams
The following teams were selected to represent Australia 
in the Asian Under 19 Beach Volleyball Championships, 
originally scheduled to be held in Thailand, March 2020.  
As a result of the COVID pandemic the event was 
rescheduled to January 2021 and at the time of writing 
appears at risk of being cancelled. 

Team 1
Tom Dempsey WA 2002  
Ben Booth Qld 2002

Team 2
Sam Flowerday Qld 2002  
Jack Pearse SA  2002

Margo Wiltens AVA   
Jayson Fox WA 

Team 1
Alisha Stevens Qld 2003  
Stefanie Fejes                 NSW 2004

Team 2
Jasmine Fleming Qld 2003  
Kayla Mears Qld 2003

Men

Coaches

Women
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 PHIL MULLER

With the Covid-19 pandemic bringing events from 
around the world to an abrupt end from March 2020, 
we were fortunate to have successfully hosted all our 
regular domestic events.

The exceptions to this hosting schedule were the FIVB 
World Tour and the new Australian Beach Volleyball 
Schools Cup events that were to follow the AJBVC event 
on Coolangatta Beach in March.

The World Tour event was cancelled three days prior 
to its commencement, which saw many players and 
officials scrambling to depart Australia prior to border 
closures.  Whilst other players and officials were waiting 
in airport lounges around the world in preparation to 
travel to Australia.  Due to the rapid changes to state 
borders, physical restrictions, and lockdowns enforced 
by both the Federal and State Governments, the ABVSC 
was cancelled the weekend prior to its scheduled 
commencement date.  This cancellation ensured the 
participants from schools would not be impacted by the 
border closures.

Our hosting strategy for events now includes local 
and community engagement activities along with 
professional updates for officials and information 
sessions for parents. This blend of activities ensures 
greater outcomes are achieved at our events, more than 
just providing a competition for athletes.  Further, the 
combination of grouping events at the same hosting has 
attracted greater funding support by governments and 
local councils.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank the support 
of the following governments and councils:

• Tourism and Events Queensland

• NSW Office of Sport

• Sport and Recreation Victoria

• City of Gold Coast

• Northern Beaches Council

• Cobram Barooga Business Tourism

To highlight the benefit and impact that events have 
on our sport the following infographics deliver some 
impressive data. 

With the events framework now in place, our next piece 
of work will be to review the framework and all the 
events to ensure that each event format and timing 
are appropriate for those athletes.  This process will 
confirm the outcomes expected from each event and 
ensure there is a clear athlete and officials’ pathway.

Events
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Events (cont)

In closing I would like to acknowledge the commitment 
and enthusiastic work of our event managers over 
the past 12 months in hosting our domestic and 
international events.  Their professionalism and 
due diligence in presenting well executed events 
is unprecedented.  Thank you to Verity Hanka, 
Trent Clarke, Charles Hall and Lindsay Chugg.  
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Australian Junior  
Volleyball Championships

AIS Arena / Lyneham Hockey Centre 
29th September – 5th October

The 2019 AJVC was held in Canberra, ACT, from Sunday 
29th September through Saturday 5th October 2019. 
This was the 30th Anniversary of the premier annual 
junior national event and was the first year since 2015, 
that the event was managed by Volleyball Australia.   

Contested over seven (7) days, 763 athletes 
from 75 teams representing seven (7) States and 
Territories (Northern Territory did not compete) 
and two (2) international teams from New 
Zealand and Thailand competed in more than 
316 matches across 10 divisions and 3 venues.  

Gold, Silver and Bronze medals were awarded to 384 
participants, along with 10 MVP Awards, 2 Referee 
Awards and the Presidents Cup, which was presented 
to Queensland for an unprecedented 7th year in a row. 

In 2018, the AJVC had 680 athletes from 67 teams 
representing six (6) States and Territories (Northern 
Territory and Tasmania did not compete) and one 
(1) international team from Thailand competed in 
330 matches across 10 divisions at the Coomera 
Indoor Sports Centre in Coomera, Queensland.  

When analysing a Y.O.Y. comparison between the 
2018 and 2019 AJVC events, there was a 12% increase 
in participation, setting a new AJVC benchmark 
for participation and making this year’s event the 
largest Junior Volleyball National Championship. 

When comparing this year’s event to the 2015 
AJVC, the last time VA managed this event, where 
450 athletes from 43 teams representing seven (7) 
States and Territories (Northern Territory did not 
compete) and five (5) international teams from New 
Zealand competed in 174 matches across 6 divisions 
at the AIS Arena and Volleyball Centre in Canberra, 
ACT. There was a participation increase of 70%.

Points State

20 Queensland

13 New South Wales

11 Victoria

5 South Australia

4 Western Australia

0 Australian Capital Territory

0 Tasmania

President’s Cup
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Australian Junior  
Volleyball Championships (cont)

U19 BOYS STANDINGS 
U17 BOYS 

CHAMPIONSHIP 
STANDINGS

U17 BOYS DIVISION 
STANDINGS U15 BOYS STANDINGS U14 BOYS STANDINGS

Placing Team Placing Team Placing Team Placing Team Placing Team

Gold Queensland 
Maroon Gold NSW Sky Gold NSW Sky Gold NSW Gold Victoria Blue

Silver NSW Silver Queensland 
White

Silver Queensland 
White Silver Queensland 

Maroon
Silver Queensland 

Maroon

Bronze Queensland 
White Bronze Victoria 

White
Bronze Victoria 

White Bronze Victoria 
Blue

Bronze NSW

4th SA 4th Queensland 
Silver

4th Queensland 
Silver 4th WA 4th Victoria 

White

5th Victoria 
Blue 5th NSW Navy 5th NSW Navy 5th Queensland 

White
5th Queensland 

White

6th WA 6th SA 6th SA 6th Victoria 
White

6th ACT

7th Victoria 
White 7th Victoria 

Gold
7th Victoria 

Gold 7th SA

8th ACT 8th ACT

Results – Boys

U19 GIRLS STANDINGS
U17 GIRLS  

CHAMPIONSHIP 
STANDINGS

U17 GIRLS DIVISION 
STANDINGS U15 GIRLS STANDINGS U14 GIRLS STANDINGS

Placing Team Placing Team Placing Team Placing Team Placing Team

Gold Thailand Gold Queensland Gold NSW Gold WA Gold Victoria Blue

Silver Queensland 
Maroon Silver New 

Zealand Silver Victoria 
White Silver SA Red Silver Queensland 

Maroon

Bronze SA Bronze WA Bronze Queensland Bronze Victoria Blue Bronze Victoria 
White

4th Victoria Blue 4th Victoria 4th Victoria 
Gold 4th Queensland 

Maroon 4th WA

5th WA 5th SA 5th SA 5th ACT Gold 5th NSW

6th NSW 6th ACT 6th ACT 6th Queensland 
White 6th ACT

7th Queensland 
White 7th NSW 7th NSW 7th Queensland 

White

8th Victoria 
White 8th Victoria 

White

9th Tasmania 9th SA Blue

10th ACT 10th ACT Blue

Results – Girls
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The Super League re-emerged in 2019 back to the 
familiar home and away series, commencing in October 
2019.  Following the round matches the top 4 teams 
from each gender travelled to the Gold Coast to play in 
the final series.

All States and Territories, apart from Tasmania and 
Northern Territory fielded 2 teams, one male and one 
female to compete in the 2019 event.

After the conclusion of the round matches the team 
rankings were as follows:

From the semi-finals matches, Qld progressed into 
the gold medal matches for both genders. Their 
opponents were in the men, Canberra Heat and 
women, Melbourne Vipers.

Both the gold and bronze medal matches for both 
genders were close encounters, with all matches being 
5 sets of competiton – an event manager’s dream!

MEN

1st Qld Pirates
2nd Canberra Heat
3rd Melbourne Vipers
4th UTSSU Shield
5th Adelaide Storm
6th WA Steel

WOMEN

1st Qld Pirates
2nd Melbourne Vipers 
3rd Adelaide Storm
4th Canberra Heat
5th UTSSU Shield
6th WA Steel

MEN

Gold Qld Pirates
Silver Canberra Heat
Bronze Melbourne Vipers

WOMEN

Gold Melbourne Vipers 
Silver Qld Pirates
Bronze Adelaide Storm

Final Placings

Australian Volleyball  
League Championships
8 December
Carrara, Gold Coast
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The AOVC underpins the Super League by allowing 
developing States and Territories and development 
squads to compete on a national stage.  The event was 
played in the lead up to the AVSC and the Super League 
finals on the Gold Coast.

Following pool play the top 2 teams from each gender 
played off in the gold medal match whilst the third 
ranked team secured the bronze medal.

Team rankings following the pool play:

MEN

Gold Pirates Black
Silver UTSSU Open
Bronze Pirates Maroon

WOMEN

Gold Pirates Maroon
Silver Sydney Amazons
Bronze Heat Open

Final Placings

MEN

1st Pirates Black
2nd UTSSU Open
3rd Pirates Maroon
4th Tas Echidnas
5th Heat Open
6th Sydney Warriors

WOMEN

1st Sydney Amazons
2nd Pirates Maroon
3rd Heat Open
4th Pirates Black
5th UTSSU Open
6th Tas Echidnas

Rankings

Australian Open  
Volleyball Championships
5 – 7 December
Carrara, Gold Coast
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The 2019 Australian Volleyball Schools Cup (AVSC) 
celebrated its 36th year since its inception in 1984 
with a move to the Queensland’s Gold Coast. The 
event recorded 414 teams which was a drop in entries 
from 2018, this was expected and follows the trend 
set when the AVSC moved to Melbourne back in 1998. 
Volleyball Australia received a lot of criticism and 
backlash after announcing the move in December 
2018 as well as a lot of positive commentary. The 
move was validated by a number of people during 
the event who commented on the quality of the 
facilities and venues in use in the Gold Coast.

Volleyball Australia (VA) worked with the City of 
Gold Coast - Major Sporting Venues staff prior to 
the event to reconfigure the venues to maximise on 
the number of courts in each hall within competition 
regulation guidelines to minimise the number of playing 
venues needed and increase the atmosphere within 
venues during the tournament. This reconfiguration 
transformed the halls from 23 playing courts to 
38 courts within 2 competition precincts.

The 2019 event encountered large problems with the 
competition management and delay of the draw/fixture 
release. Other than this issue which overshadowed 
the competition, the event was a great success.

The Venues:

• Gold Coast Sports & Leisure Centre (Carrara),

• Carrara Indoor Sports Stadium (Gerflor Arena) and;

• Coomera Indoor Sports Centre (Coomera).

An official Opening Ceremony was conducted 
at Carrara Saturday 7 December 2019 and 
progressive and final closing ceremony also at 
Carrara on Saturday 14 December 2019.

Australian Volleyball  
Schools Cup
7 – 14 December 2019
Gold Coast – Queensland

PARTICIPATING TEAMS BY STATE

ACT 11
NSW 39
QLD 210
SA 69
TAS 2
VIC 37
WA 36
NT 3
Overseas 6
TOTAL 413

PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS BY STATE

ACT 4
NSW 15
QLD 58
SA 16
TAS 1
VIC 14
WA 10
NT 1
Overseas 5
TOTAL 124

Gerflor Champion Overall School 
Brighton Secondary School (SA)

Champion Girls School
Brighton Secondary School (SA)

Champion Boys School
Brighton Secondary School (SA)

Open Honour Girls Champions 
Brighton Secondary School (SA)

Open Honour Boys Champions 
Lake Ginninderra College (ACT)
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This was the second time the ABVT was held in 
Cobram Barooga. It is a very unique location, the 
largest Inland Beach in the world and is located on 
the banks of the beautiful Murray River which lies 
on the border of Victoria and NSW. The sand is in 
Victoria and the grass area where our spectators sit 
is in NSW. This makes planning difficult dealing with 
two separate councils but well worth it. 
There was an increase of 8 teams from 2019 totalling 
47 teams this year. This did not include the AVA 
teams as the program was not back training at 
that point. We had international teams from Japan, 
France, Great Britain and Netherlands. This location 
was an absolute hit with the internationals, as there 
were koalas in the trees and kangaroos bouncing by.

In the inaugural year, there was a bar and VIP area 
setup which only left space for 4 courts, this year we 
went away with the bar area which gave us enough 
room to setup 6 courts which provided vital with the 
amount of teams we had. VA provided six officials 
which was a great improvement from the previous 
year of only two. 

As a whole, this event was a huge success and we 
are really looking forward to going back next year 
where we will include the U19 & U21 Australians 
Championships.

ABVT Cobram Barooga 
Classic
25–27 January 2020 
Thompsons Beach
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2020 saw a different look to the VolleyFest Manly event.  
Following the conclusion of our hosting agreement 
with Destination NSW the previous year, the event 
was remodelled to include the U19 & U21 Australian 
championships, NSW Open, AVA camp and the ABVT 
Australian Championships. The lead up to Volleyfest 
this year was extremely challenging, with mother nature 
weaking havoc on Manly Beach. With the assistance of 
VNSW staff and Ron Flew Excavations, we rebuilt 300m 
x 18m of Manly Beach in 14 hours. This was a massive 
undertaking, but well worth the effort once we finished 
our setup of 12 courts, it looked amazing - from not 
being able to play to a National standard space.  

U19 & U21 Australian Championships  
(22nd to 24th February)
This was the first year for this event. In the past these 
age groups were part of AJBVC.  It was decided to 
make this a stand-alone event away from AJBVC as they 
are not of junior age. We had a total of 43 teams play 
across two days. This new event was very successful for 
its inaugural year, receiving great feedback from many 
athletes and coaches, including teams from Vanuatu. We 
envisage an increase of numbers for next year’s event to 
be held in Cobram.

ABVT Australian Championships  
(28th February to 1st March)
With a smaller infrastructure build from previous years, 
we had a total of 54 teams across two divisions compete 
for the AUS champs title. Numbers were down this year 
due to the absence of our FIVB World Tour event. We 
still attracted international teams from France, Canada, 
Sweden, New Zealand, Singapore, Great Britain and 
Vanuatu. The Men’s final was set to be a show down 
between two of our High Performance teams.  Due to 
an injury to Zac Schubert in the semi final he and his 
partner Max Guehrer could not compete in the final 
giving the title to Paul Burnett and Marcus Ferguson. 
In the women’s side, Australia’s number 2 team of Nikki 
Laird and Becchara Palmer won a hard fought match 
against the local Manly girls Michaela Mokrohajska & 
Lucia Michalovicova who were fresh off their win in 
Cobram. 

22 February – 1 March 2020 
Manly Beach

Volleyfest
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Volleyslam

VA’s new partnership with TEQ and City of Gold Coast 
gave us the opportunity to bring multiple events to 
Coolangatta Beach. This included the last round of the 
ABVT, AJBVC, FIVB World Tour and our new event 
- Australian Beach Volleyball Schools Cup (ABVSC). 
Again, mother nature was not on our side with 
horrendous weather during set up. This time however, it 
wasn’t only mother nature making life challenging, with 
news of the outbreak of COVID-19. We were fortunate to 
complete the ABVT event and the AJBVC, but the FIVB 
World Tour and ABVSC events had to be cancelled as 
the risk was just too high, particulary with international 
teams arriving daily. VA staff implemented protocols 
immediately, providing cleaning products and equipment 
to keep the balls, chairs, benches, nets etc clean to the 
best of our ability. The states were great getting on 
board and helping us with these late changes.

ABVT Coolangatta – (13th to 15th March) 
This was the final leg of the ABVT Triple Crown series. 
It was a buzz for our athletes to be able to play in an 
800-seat stadium to finish off a challenging summer. We 
had a total of 59 teams including teams from Germany, 
Slovenia, Canada, Switzerland, USA and the Netherlands. 
Both Men’s and Women’s divisions were red hot. The 
new AUS pairing of Marcus Ferguson and Thomas 
Hodges played out of their skin to make the final 
against the almighty International pairing of Alexander 
Walkenhorst of Germany and Nejc Zemljak of Slovenia. 
The touring team were too strong winning in a close two 
set match. In the women’s draw, the current Australian 
champions team of Nikki Laird and Becchara Palmer 
played the final against the German pairing of Sarah 
Schneider and Sandra Ittlinger. Another really close two 
set match which went in favour of the German girls. 

13-22 March 2020 
Coolangatta Beach
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ABVT  
Triple Crown Results

AJBVC – (15th to 18th March)
AJBVC has been played in Bunbury, WA the past three 
years, so bringing the event to Gold Coast QLD was 
always going to be a gamble. and it paid off! We had 
a total of 123 teams from six states, compared to 125 
teams in 2019 and with 4 teams pulling out last minute 
due to the threat of COVID-19. We were extremely 
happy with the number of teams that competed, 
in tough, unprecedented times.  With COVID-19 
omnipresent around and having 400 kids playing on the 
beach, we were over the moon to be able to complete 
the event with no issues. QLD once again took out the 
Andy Burdin Shield.

FIVB World Tour – (18th to 22nd March)
The FIVB World Tour 3-Star event was a week-long 
international beach volleyball tournament that was part 
of the 2020 Gold Coast Volleyslam and scheduled to 

be the culmination of the Australian Beach Volleyball 
calendar. The venue was designed to create a “stadium” 
atmosphere that maximised spectator and operations 
capacity while reducing the overall footprint of the 
structure and minimising the impact on the beach. The 
event aimed to provide a world-class venue for the best 
international beach volleyball players to showcase their 
skills and provide our fans and international audiences 
an opportunity to enjoy one of Australia’s most iconic 
beaches. This event was also part of the qualification 
process for the 2020 Olympic Games in Tokyo.

63 Men’s and 58 Women’s teams representing 31 nations 
registered to compete at the event, which was sure 
to be the highlight of the Australian Beach Volleyball 
season. However, due to the outbreak of COVID-19 
(Coronavirus) this event was postponed by the FIVB.

Team Rd 1 Rd 2 Rd 3 Total

Mateusz Zieba (AUS/NSW)/Sam Halley (AUS/NSW) 460 630 420 1510

Zachary Schubert (AUS/SA)/Max Guehrer (AUS/SA) 600 840 1440

Paul Burnett (AUS/WA)/Marcus Ferguson (AUS/QLD) 500 900 1400

Jack Gregory (AUS/VIC)/Timothy Gregory (AUS/VIC) 420 510 300 1230

Garang Anyang (AUS/VIC)/Justin Schumann (AUS/VIC) 340 510 340 1190

Samuel Cattet (FRA)/Olivier Barthelemy (FRA) 420 750 1170

Jarrah Brownhill (AUS/QLD)/Ryan Dagg (AUS/SA) 300 630 930

Matthew Abela (AUS/VIC)/Patrick Tang (AUS/VIC) 510 300 810

George Fountotos (AUS/NSW)/Peter Fountotos (AUS/NSW) 300 450 750

Bart Bolsterlee (AUS/NSW)/Ivan Reka (CAN) 690 690

Glenn Piper (AUS/NSW)/Isaac Kapa (AUS/QLD) 340 300 640

Mark Nicolaidis (AUS/QLD)/Robert Reeves (AUS/QLD) 630 630

Martin Appelgren (SWE)/Alexander Herrmann (SWE) 630 630

Alexander Walkenhorst (GER/INT)/Nejc Zemljak (SLO/INT) 600 600

Damien Schumann (AUS/VIC)/Chris McHugh (AUS/SA) 560 560

Marcus Ferguson (AUS/QLD)/Thomas Hodges (AUS/VIC) 560 560

Abubarr Kamara (AUS/NSW)/Roman Arkaev (AUS/NSW) 510 510

Jake Macneil (CAN/INT)/William Hoey (CAN/INT) 500 500

Quentin Metral (SUI/INT)/Yves Haussener (SUI/INT) 460 460

Gareth Mann (AUS/NSW)/Caleb Lampard (AUS/WA) 450 450

Joey Yigit (AUS/VIC)/Christopher Blake (AUS/QLD) 450 450

Sam Scott (AUS/NSW)/Radim Mokrohajsky (AUS/NSW) 450 450

Aaron Nusbaum (CAN/INT)/Michael Plantiga (CAN/INT) 420 420

Joseph Yigit (AUS/VIC)/Matthew Abela (AUS/VIC) 420 420

Marco Krattiger (SUI/INT)/Florian Breer (SUI/INT) 420 420

Paul Burnett (AUS/SA)/Cole Durant (AUS/WA) 420 420

Yoshiumi Hasegawa (JPN)/Takumi Takahashi (JPN) 420 420

Gareth Mann (AUS/NSW)/Chris Blake (AUS/QLD) 340 340

Joseph Yigit (AUS/VIC)/Martin Kaufer (AUS/VIC) 340 340

Ky Landers (AUS/WA)/Joel Berry (AUS/QLD) 340 340

Robert Reeves (AUS/QLD)/Bryce Poland (AUS/QLD) 340 340

Samuel Dunbavin (GBR)/Harry Jones (GBR) 340 340

Chris Dembowski (AUS/VIC)/Roland Locmelis (AUS/VIC) 300 300

Izac Carracher (AUS/NSW)/Roman Arkaev (AUS/NSW) 300 300

Mark Nicolaidis (AUS/QLD)/Izac Carracher (AUS/SA) 300 300

ABVT TRIPLE CROWN MEN’S TEAM RESULTS
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ABVSC – (20th to 22nd March)
This was the first year for the Australian Beach Volleyball 
Schools Cup. Being a new event a total of 28 teams on 
entry was encouraging. Unfortunately due to COVID-19 
the event had to be cancelled. Nevertheless, we are now 
better prepared for 2021 and are confident our team 
numbers will be even higher. 

Team Rd 1 Rd 2 Rd 3 Total

Michaela Mokrohajska (AUS/NSW)/Lucia Michalovicova (AUS/NSW) 600 840 460 1900

Becchara Palmer (AUS/SA)/Nikki Laird (AUS/NSW) 900 560 1460

Anna Donlan (AUS/VIC)/Rachel Pattermann (AUS/VIC) 420 450 340 1210

Lisa-Marie Moegle (AUS/NSW)/Sarah Nolet (AUS/NSW) 340 510 340 1190

Stef Weiler (AUS/VIC)/Britt Kendall (AUS/SA) 420 750 1170

Sarah Richter (AUS/NSW)/Christie Jenkins (AUS/VIC) 690 420 1110

Stefanie Fejes (AUS/NSW)/Alisha Stevens (AUS/QLD) 630 420 1050

Celia Molinos (FRA)/Naty Molinos (FRA) 340 630 970

Valerie Zivcic (AUS/VIC)/Marta Slawuta (AUS/VIC) 420 510 930

Jana Milutinovic (AUS/SA)/Wies van Solkema (NED) 460 450 910

Lauren Cox (AUS/VIC)/Jesse Mann (AUS/NSW) 450 340 790

Linline Matauatu (VAN)/Sherysyn Toko (VAN) 630 630

Tessa Browne (AUS/WA)/Alice Rohkamper (AUS/NSW) 630 630

Sarah Schneider (GER/INT)/Sandra Ittlinger (USA/INT) 600 600

Alexandra Friedrich (AUS/VIC)/Sarah Richter (AUS/NSW) 560 560

Alexandra Friedrich (AUS/VIC)/Laerke Gronfeldt (AUS/VIC) 510 510

Johannah Rohkamper (AUS/NSW)/Jordan Johnson (AUS/QLD) 510 510

Kim Behrens (GER/INT)/Cinja Tillmann (GER/INT) 500 500

Phoebe Bell (AUS/QLD)/Alisha Stevens (AUS/QLD) 500 500

Tiffany Jean (SIN)/Renei Ursem (NZL) 450 450

Alice Rohkamper (AUS/NSW)/Johannah Rohkamper (AUS/NSW) 420 420

Christie Jenkins (AUS/VIC)/Laerke Grenfeldt (AUS/VIC) 420 420

Jordan Johnson (AUS/QLD)/Stefanie Weiler (AUS/VIC) 420 420

Isabella Homes (AUS/SA)/Sabrina Lawrence (AUS/SA) 340 340

Kayla Mears (AUS/QLD)/Jasmine Fleming (AUS/QLD) 340 340

Lauren Cox (AUS/VIC)/Lucy Ambagtsheer (AUS/VIC) 340 340

Bailee Kendall (AUS/SA)/Tara Phillips (AUS/SA) 300 300

Ella Tromp (AUS/VIC)/Tarryn Angermeier (AUS/VIC) 300 300

Hannah Hermans (AUS/VIC)/Susie Godfrey (AUS/WA) 300 300

Marie-Christine Lapointe (CAN/INT)/Amanda Harnett (CAN/INT) 300 300

Mikayla Plapp (AUS/VIC)/Imogen Barron-Toop (AUS/VIC) 300 300

Monika Raniti (AUS/VIC)/Ella Tromp (AUS/VIC) 300 300

Valerie Zivcic (AUS/VIC)/Victoria Schaw (AUS/VIC) 300 300

Wies Van Solkema (NED/INT)/Britt Kendall (AUS/SA) 300 300

ABVT TRIPLE CROWN WOMEN’S TEAM RESULTS

ABVT  
Triple Crown Results
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Over the past 6 years VA have 
successfully managed multiple 
phases of the Pacific Sports 
Partnerships program with 
significant success. 

Throughout this period, VA worked with Vanuatu 
Volleyball (VVF) to focus on organisational governance 
and professional development to upskill the workforce.

The project received significant recognition in 2019 with 
an International OlympicCommittee (IOC) Women in 
Sport Award for VVF’s workin promoting women and 
girls’ involvement in sport through the Volley4Change 
program.

Ongoing development of inclusive practices and 
opportunities are evident with increased delivery 
and development of the sitting volleyball program 
in Vanuatu. This stems from the legacy left by the 
Sustainability Workshop hosted in July 2018 which 
promoted concepts of modification and inclusion 
allowing for flexibility in on court delivery. These 
activities have continued to develop with formalised 
partnerships and relationships with World ParaVolley 
and The Vanuatu Paralympic Committee. 

The success of the Volley4Change program has had 
significant impact on increasing physical activity, 
providing opportunities for participation, with a focus on 
females and disability, through leadership training and 
professional development demonstrating the holistic 
benefits of sport across Vanuatu.

Volleyball Australia is entering the final 6 months of PSP 
funding and would like to acknowledge the Department 
of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT) and AUS Aid for the 
funding and support over the 6 years of the program. 
Collectively we have achieved some fantastic outcomes!

Pacific Sport Partnership

Key highlights (PSP)
Increase of programs and participants within 
the Sitting Volleyball program, leading to a 
63% female and 37% male split

After School Program at the beach volleyball 
courts in four age groups U12, U14, U16 and 
U18 recorded an unprecedented 90% female 
attendance

Partnerships continue to be an integral part 
of the V4C program

Attendance at key events showcasing PSP 
sports, hosted by Australian Minister for 
Foreign Affairs and Minister for Women, 
Senator the Hon Marise Payne

2019/2020 Total Male Female

Overall Participation 1853 33% 67%

School Aged 1166 34% 66%

PWD 159 43% 57%

Adult 687 32% 68%
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TO HELP ACHIEVE OUR GOAL OF ‘DELIVERING TEAM SUCCESS’  
COMMONWEALTH GAMES AUSTRALIA HAS BEEN A SIGNIFICANT FINANCIAL 

CONTRIBUTOR AND PARTNER FOR VOLLEYBALL AUSTRALIA.

IN 2019/20 COMMONWEALTH GAMES AUSTRALIA INVESTED  
$84,000 IN SUPPORTING EMERGING AND PRE-ELITE BEACH VOLLEYBALLERS.

ON THE ROAD TO BIRMINGHAM 2022 OUR FINANCIAL SUPPORT CONTINUES 
AND DURING THE 2022 GAMES CYCLE WE HAVE EARMARKED $13M IN FUNDING 

TO MEMBER SPORTS THROUGH PROGRAMS RANGING FROM YOUTH TO THE 
ELITE AND DIRECT ATHLETE SUPPORT. 

 
THAT IS A SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTION TO AUSTRALIAN SPORT,  

FOR WHICH WE ARE PROUD. 

WE THANK VOLLEYBALL AUSTRALIA AND OUR BEACH VOLLEYBALLERS  
FOR THEIR CONTINUED EFFORTS AND SUPPORT.

COMMONWEALTH GAMES AUSTRALIA  
PROUDLY supporting  

volleyball AUSTRALIA



Highlights of 2019/2020
• 131 teams participating in the 54th Good Neighbour 

Volleyball Tournament

• Securing a grant from the ACT Government for an 
Ablution Block at the Lyneham Beach Facility

• Achieving an operating profit of $17k

• Biggest ever AJVC and AJBVC delegations with  
notable growth in the women’s program

Current Trends
• Mens and Womens Open League has experienced 

growth

• Beach Fours is a valued product and growing in 
demand

• Growth in school volleyball events

Upcoming Projects
• Referee Supervisor

• Leadership and Culture education 

Volleyball ACT

Board of Directors 
President: Dan Williams 
Director: Russell Borgeaud 
Director: Jenny Barbour
Director: Graeme Budd 
Director: Liz Mallet 
Appointed Director: Cynthia Anderson 
Appointed Director: Tim Hubbard 

Staff
Chief Executive Officer: Adam Castle 
Competitions and Events Manager: Christine Gates 
Competitions Supervisor: Victor Amsteins 
ACT Referees Commission Chair: Dean Turner OAM
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Volleyball NT

Highlights of 2019/2020
• Strong growth in Junior Participation

• Continued presence in Remote Communities

• Increase in Officiating and Coaching Accreditation

Upcoming Projects
• Arafura Games 2021 in early stages of planning

Board of Directors 
Chairman:  John Lay
Secretary:  Anne Chadwick
Technical Officer:  Burt Lukitsch

Staff
Adminstrative Officer: Anne Chadwick 
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Key Achievements
• Overall 3rd at the AJVC 2019
• Overall 3rd at the AJBVC 2020

• AVL – Men 4th & Women =5th 

Highlights of 2019/2020
The 2019/20 period started off full of promise.  VNSW 
worked with VWA through the WaV program to 
redesign our membership & affiliation structures, setting 
up VNSW to be far more engaging with existing and 
new affiliates, sponsors and members in the future.

We had the most successful AJVC event in 15 years 
with 2 Bronze, 1 Silver and 3 Gold Medals.  Significantly, 
we saw over 300 players trial for the teams from all 
over NSW with approximately 20% of the final team 
coming from regional NSW.  Team culture through 
the entire program was extremely positive with all 
athletes supporting other teams and cheering them 
on through the entire event in a sportsperson like 
manner we could all be proud of.  This event was 
also recognised externally with Steffi Fejes & Harley 
Sinclair identified by CGA NSW through the Athlete 
Grant Program for up and coming athletes.   

AVL 2019 saw a major step forward with VNSW 
taking a more proactive role in the league and 
created a mutually beneficial partnership with 
UTSSU to deliver the team and events.   

November through to February saw some of the worst 
bushfires ever in Australia affect much of NSW.  Some 
of our planned activities and events were amended 
or cancelled due to poor air quality, however we 
did manage to work through these issues.  VNSW & 
NBVA both held fundraising events to help with the 
efforts, seeing nearly $10,000 raised collectively. 

February and March saw some more extreme 
weather with seas reclaiming considerable beach 
width from a number of traditional Beach Volleyball 
locations.  An extremely positive working relationship 
between VA and VNSW saw us physically rebuild 
Manly Beach which not only saved the NSW Open 
and Australian Beach Volleyball Championships, 
but it also allowed for Manly to host the remainder 
of the local events planned for the summer.  

Or so we thought…….

When COVID hit the world, VNSW had just put on 2 
more staff with the intention of growing our impact 
in the pathways and schools areas of the business.  

With the announcement of Job Keeper we were able 
to retain almost all of our staff.  With this guarantee, 
we adjusted our focus to control the controllable and 
spent considerable time in rebuilding key relationships 
with internal and external stakeholders, focusing on our 
corporate governance and rebranding State Volleyball 
NSW which will be launched in October 2020.  

We have received great support through the 
pandemic from the Volleyball family in Volleyball 
Australia and the other states and thank you all 
for the sharing of learnings through this year.  In 
addition, we thank some of our external partners 
including the NSW Government for their assistance 
in many things we are doing and the additional 
funding they provided to keep us moving forward.  

Current Trends & Upcoming Projects
Prior to COVID, VNSW saw a significant uptake and 
additional interest in some of our core programs 
and events.  All but one of our Beach Volleyball Tour 
events ran at capacity with a reserve list.  There was 
nearly a 15% increase in EOI’s for our planned SVL 
2020 season which still landed at only a 3% drop 
when compared to 2019, as we were able to reengage 
after COVID. Junior activities saw a significant jump 
in engagement with Sporting Schools, club sign ups 
and events all seeing considerable increases as well.

The forced break in normal business operations due 
to COVID allowed us to get onto things we usually 
don’t have time to do.  We have an extremely skilled 
and growing staffing group to capitalise on the 
emerging opportunities that continue to appear as 
COVID restrictions started to ease for NSW in June.

School engagement, new clubs, a holistic athlete 
pathway, new branding including website as well as 
our clubs experiencing growth are all combining to 
give Volleyball in NSW a very positive outlook.  

The key areas for the next year for VNSW will be 
launching our new brand, launching our redeveloped 
pathway program, continuing to grow across all of NSW 
including building better relationships with key external 
stakeholders and to ensure all this is done is a safe and 
manageable manner considering COVID is still with us.  

We are challenging ourselves to innovate 
and find solutions to issues that arise 
through the pandemic, growth and exiting 
challenges like a lack of venues in NSW.  

Volleyball NSW
Board
President Deborah Chung
Members Keith Suckling
 Lucy Went
 Ian Garrett
 Victor Jiang
 Stuart Mackay
 Roger Jones
 Monica Jones-McFee   
 (finished Apr 20)
 Paul Smith (started Apr 20)

Staff
General Manager  Baz Wedmaier  
 (started April 2019)
Events & Competitions Manager Briianka Nest
Finance Manager  Helen Balcombe  
 (Sept 19 to Jan 20)
Sport Operations Manager Martin Reader (Feb 20)
Development Officer Yoshi Ueda (finished May 20)
Development Officer Mladen Stankovic 
Administration Officer Kateia Baranaba

Participation & Finance Manager Constantina Ladas  
 (finished Oct 19)

Key Support Staff Jessica Mileusnic, Patricia Miller,  
 Claire Burrows
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Key Achievements
Membership grew 6.4% to a record of 7549 members  
at 31 December 2019.

Queensland achieved exceptional results at national 
tournaments in 2019/20:

• Pirates Men retained their AVL Championship, with the 
women gallant runners up.

• AJVC 2019 – awarded the President’s Cup, as the overall 
champion state, for a 7th consecutive year

• AJBVC 2020 – awarded the Andy Burdin Shield, as the 
overall champion state, for a 6th consecutive year

Highlights of 2019/2020
While Volleyball Queensland Schools Cups have been 
remarkable in scale and reach across the state, the Primary 
Schools Cup in 2019 with 179 teams and the Beach Schools 
Cup which exploded to 330 teams (from 220 the year 
before) where the ‘pick of the crop’ for junior volleyball.

The Queensland State Championships, Premier Volleyball 
League and Queensland Beach Volleyball Tour all saw 
team entries increase proving themselves to be great 
competitions across for Queensland’s most enthusiastic 
volleyball consumers.

A boutique event, the Queensland Masters Championships 
with indoor Saturday and beach Sunday proved an 
interesting new offering in 2019 with the young at heart 
well challenged! The event will fit into the non Pan Pacific 
Masters Games year. 

Current Trends
The impact of COVID-19 will be dramatic for sport, with 
the cessation of community activity which included 
volleyball across all its offerings whether indoor, outdoor 
or schools. Not a ball was struck for fun or in competition 
from 20 March 2020 to outside the reporting period with 
the return of Premier League in August 2020.

Upcoming Projects
The organisation’s strong performance in terms of growth 
has come at a heavy financial burden and so with that 
realisation, the task in the next while is to consolidate that 
growth to ensure Volleyball Queensland can replenish its 
retained funds to provide surety to future generations of 
volleyballers. In contemplating that challenge, the road out 
of COVID will only amplify the difficulty of the undertaking.

Volleyball QLD

Board of Management  
Boris Georgieff (President)
Adam Pollock (Vic President)
Russell Egan (Finance Director)
Vicky Andrews
Shaun Scott
Todd Rankin
Terry Rudder

Staff
Gary O’Donnell (General Manager from Nov)
Jon Gibbs (General Manager to Nov)
Tori Cameron
Jill Kelly
Todd Kropp (to Jan)
Susan McQuinn
Damien Searle
David Stokes
Sam Unicomb (to Dec)

2019 Primary Schools Cup – Craigslea SHS

Qld Beach Team – AJVC 2020

QVBT State Championships 2020 - Cooly
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The board and staff of Volleyball 
SA were pleased by the response 
of the volleyball community to one 
of the most challenging years in 
recent history due to the COVID19 
pandemic and the closure of  
all sport.  

Through the shutdown period the board and office 
prioritised the needs of our affiliates, our members, our 
staff and additionally put our contingency planning into 
place to safeguard the organisation financially throughout 
this time. By the conclusion of the financial year this 
enabled Volleyball SA to be fit to restart all major events, 
competitions and activities within 2020 albeit sometimes 
in a shortened/modified way.   

Key Achievements
Achieving a $70k profit in a very challenging year was 
largely due to a successful first half of the year and the 
financial support of Job Keeper payments and other 
government assistance in the second half. 

VSA’s primary focus and achievement was the ongoing 
support for staff, affiliates and members to ensure 
wellbeing and required compliance/risk management. 

Highlights of 2019/2020
Summers Sets Festival and SA Open was a very successful 
8-day event held January 2020 highlighting the best of 
beach volleyball on Glenelg beach and incorporating the 
longest running beach volleyball tournament in Australia 
(SA Open) the VA National junior development camp, 
school holiday clinics and a variety of other fun volleyball 
activities for children. 

During the period of COVID shut down, Volleyball SA 
pivoted our activities from delivery to working with 
nominated metropolitan clubs to begin the ‘Roadmap to 
the Future’ project. The project seeks to agree and equip 
our clubs to be the deliverers of social and participation 
competitions and activities and provide the club 
development and practical support for this to happen. 
This strategic plan objective was able to be accelerated by 
using the available time during the VSA and club closure 
and is now positioned to open these competitions earlier 
than first envisaged. 

Current Trends
Volleyball SA continues to move towards a decentralized 
delivery system of volleyball through building club 
capability. This will enable much faster reaction to local 
demand and fit with the current societal trend towards less 
structured activity which is much more easily delivered 
locally through clubs knowing their demographics and 
accessing resources to adapt faster to demand. 

Upcoming Projects
Continuation of Roadmap to the Future initiative, to 
expand club capability and volleyball delivery.

Volleyball SA
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Members then voted to adopt a new constitution, 
changing the governance structure in the process. The 
inaugural board of directors was then elected on 31 May 
2020. Several previously elected officers remain in key 
operational positions and we continue to seek new skilled 
volunteer staff. 

The Tasmanian Echidnas Volleyball Club continue their 
push to AVL with strong performances in the 2019 AOVC, 
albeit with much younger, less experienced squads than 
in 2018. The club has developed a clear club culture for 
success, working closely with Volleyball Tasmania since 
March 2020 on COVID Safety Guidelines, maintaining 
member communication, online fitness/training 
opportunities during lockdown and clear “reboot of sport” 
process that other clubs and affiliates could adopt.

Devonport Volleyball Association rejoined the Tassie 
volleyball “family” from December 2019 with a renewed 
focus on sport development, membership growth and 
school-based opportunities through greater exposure. 
We continue to work with our affiliates to improve 
their management skills and to help them follow sound 
governance practices.

Key Achievements
• Improved governance / organisational structure

• Tassie Echidnas widen the net for more young athletes 
to join high performance pathway and national 
representation

• State junior team representation at SSA Volleyball 
Championship and AJVC.

Highlights of 2018/2019
• Tassie Echidnas compete at AOVC: men finish 4th, 

women 6th 

• Junior state teams compete in SSA Volleyball Champs 
and AJVC

• Mackillop Catholic College attend AVSC for the  
first time.

Current Trends
Generational’ junior groups are filtering into the club 
system. School interest in volleyball continues to grow, 
in both beach and indoor events, as does community 
support for elite exhibition matches and state wide 
competition. 

Upcoming Projects
• Schools gala day in Launceston and outreach camp/

trainings in Devonport

• Establish key partnerships with targeted schools to 
start their own volleyball program

• Partner with Tassie Echidnas to raise volleyball’s profile 
and gain media attention.

In close collaboration with state 
government, affiliated associations and 
clubs, Volleyball Tasmania approved and 
implemented a new 5-year strategic plan 
to 2024 

Volleyball Tas
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The 2019-20 year couldn’t have provided any 
greater contrast; the 2019 calendar year concluded 
continuing the trend of previous years, including 
an ongoing increase in participation and high levels 
of member satisfaction.  While the inaugural Junior 
Open was patronised beyond expectation and the 
Women Vipers continued the high standards set in 
the Australian Volleyball League, winning the AVL – 
Super League title, the seventh consecutive year a 
Victorian Women’s Team has won the Championship.

Early in 2020 record entries competed the Volleyball 
Victoria Beach Schools Cup and third place was 
secured in the Australian Junior Beach Volleyball 
Championships, the last major activity by Victorian 
volleyballers.  The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic 
brought to a halt all subsequent activity and saw 
the 2019-20 year end with cancellations of the 
One Day Schools Cup and State League, the Office 
closed, and staff were stood down o reduced hours 
and pay, while we waited out the pandemic.

• Victoria Ellis returned to the Office from maternity 
leave in a new role, Organisation Development, with 
a focus on supporting management and heading 
up a group of staff dedicated to Affiliate-facing 
services.  Michael Haley joined the staff as Facilities 
Liaison, coming with 20years experience in local 
government and recreation, Michael was immediately 
effective in identifying and advocating for a greater 
volleyball presence in new and existing facilities.

• The 2018-20 Strategic Plan enters the final 
year with almost all key measures achieved 
or exceeded.  Consultation on a new Plan and 
review of priorities is already underway.

• The Committee has determined to take an investment 
approach, with both the participation in AVL and the 
Facilities Liaison subsidised by organisation reserves.

• Neither State League nor any major indoor school 
event will be conducted in 2020; the first time in living 
memory that these activities have not been delivered.

• Support from State and Federal Government has 
been critical in the welfare of the organisation 

through a range of funding initiatives.

Key Achievements
• Volleyball Victoria delivered the Annual Affiliate 

Conference in conjunction with Victoria University 
at the start of March.  The Conference is growing in 
recognition and continues to provide a great platform 
to bring Affiliates together and share valuable 
insights from within the community sport sector.

• Having planned for a decline in membership 
at the end of the 2019 calendar year, Volleyball 
Victoria was pleasantly surprised to report 

31% growth in membership.  A reflection of 
the efforts to support Affiliate activities and 
to directly provide quality experiences.

• Nearly half of all Affiliates report conducting 
Spikezone programs, realising a 150% increase in 
the number of delivery centres across Victoria.  
Spikezone remains a key priority in complement 
to the aggressive response to Sporting Schools 
in providing a first quality experience of 
volleyball to primary school-aged children.

• Within the key measures of the Strategic Plan 
pleasingly Stakeholder Engagement, especially 
Communications and Social Media, increased.  
Reflecting an improvement in relevant and targeted 
activity.  This also reflects the success in 2020 
supporting Affiliates to access a range of Government 
support measures for Clubs and Associations.

Highlights of 2019/2020
• Recognition of Murray Mansfield for Life Membership 

of Volleyball Australia.  Murray remains a servant 
of the game and his volleyball résumé is second to 
none, having been responsible for the introduction 
of innovations now considered ahead of their time.

• Consolidation of Affiliate activities and 
growth in Affiliations across the State.

• State Teams contended strongly for both the 
President’s Cup and the Andy Burdin Shield for 
indoor and beach finish second and third respectively

• The new Melbourne Vipers Women won the 
inaugural AVL Super League Championship.

• In pathways, the selection of several Victorians to 
the Volleyroos and Beach Volleyroos, including the 
naming of Kelly Lean as Captain of the Women 
Volleyroos, and Volleyball Victoria Committee 
Member, Christie Jenkins, selected to represent 
Australia in Qatar at the World Beach Games.

Current Trends
The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic will 
force a focus from growth to retention and re-
engagement as we seek to bring our community 
back to volleyball.  The previous years of growth 
have been disrupted and we face unknown territory 
as look for some relief into the new year.

Upcoming Projects
The focus for the Committee and the Office will have 
to be the successful safe resumption of activity at all 
levels.  The Return to Play and Return to Train Plans are 
in place and Affiliates across the State have indicated 
a keen desire to resume as soon as restrictions allow.

Volleyball VIC
Board
Mr Paul Freckleton  Officer Director – President
Ms Elizabeth Tupper Officer Director
Mr Brendan Fleiter  Officer Director
Ms Christie Jenkins  Ordinary Member
Dr Peter Hertan  Ordinary Member
Mr Ian Jenkins  Ordinary Member
Ms Elizabeth Pollock Co-opted Member
Ms Cori Wilder  Co-opted Member
Ms Lyndall Hutchins Co-opted Member

Staff
Geoff Rietschel  General Manager
Lina Monaco   Accounts & Office Manager
Shannon Lennie  Member Services Coordinator
Timothy Heathcote  Events & Competitions Coordinator
Scott Davidson  Pathways Coordinator
Katherine Walton  Events & Competitions Officer
Victoria Ellis   Organisation Development Coordinator
Michael Haley   Facilities Liaison
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Key Achievements
• Continued successful implementation of the  

2018 – 2021 VWA Strategic Plan.

• The completion of the second year roll-out of the 
Discover Volleyball Campaign with 7,535 participants 
choosing to be involved in one of the 13 Discover 
Volleyball programs.  VWA thanks Volleyball Australia 
for their continued support of this campaign via the 
We are Volleyball funding.

• The successful launch of a Youth Leadership panel 
called Lead Volley, presented by Think Again.  The 
inaugural panel consisted of nine panel members, 
seven from Perth, one from Esperance and one from 
Albany.

• Completion of an additional Places to Play Strategy 
for the Peel region and the Public Open Spaces 
Strategy.

• Implementation of COVID-19 protocols and 
procedures, including extensive ‘road-maps’, so as 
to assist the Clubs and Associations pre, during and 
post the Coronavirus Pandemic.  This Included the 
successful re-engagement of the indoor volleyball 
clubs and teams to enable the 2019 WA Volleyball 
League to commence on the 28 June, 2020.

• In 2019, VWA undertook a review and redevelopment 
of its Constitution and associated Membership Policy.  
These documents were ratified at the 2019 AGM and 
the Constitution was subsequently accepted by the 
Department of Mines, Industry Regulation and Safety 
in May 2019.

Highlights of 2019/2020
• The successful implementation of two new VWA 

Awards, the VWA Young Leader of the Year and 
the VWA Discover Volleyball Ambassador.  The 
inaugural winners were Dylan Wood and Stuart Carr 
respectively.

• VWA in conjunction with Development WA (formerly 
MRA), the City of Perth and the WA Association 
for Mental Health successfully hosted the Fortix 
Corporate Cup at Yagan Square, Perth.

• An external High Performance Review as conducted 
by an external facilitator provided by the Department 
of Local Government, Sport and Cultural Industries.  
The review indicated that VWA ‘has metamorphosed 
since the initial review in 2013 and excels in many 
aspects today’.

• In 2019, VWA welcomed four new sponsors Optus 
(Volley by the Bay), Pitcher Partners (Auditor), Spirit 
Radio / Red Wave (Media) and WireLANs (Website).

Current Trends
• The 17% growth of total participation to 181,779 

participants including 83,752 for Public Open Spaces.

• Significant participation growth for CaLD (5,464 
participants – 49% growth), Disabled (568 
participants (568 participants – 932% growth) and 
Indigenous (652 participants – 229% growth)

• Continual growth of the VWA Profile, including an 8% 
growth for website views (214,330), a 14% growth for 
facebook following (109,305) and a 13% growth for 
Instagram following (23,706).

• 40% growth in Club, Association, School, Community 
Groups and Indoor Beach Volleyball affiliates (100).

• School Clinics, After Schools Clinics and School 
Holiday programs increased in 2019 with VWA 
seeing a total of 700 sessions conducted with 4,722 
students. 

Upcoming Projects
• The re-establishment of all VWA events, activities, 

programs and courses, post COVID-19, including the 
employment of the Places to Play Coordinator and 
part-time Regional Officers in the South-West and the 
Kimberley Regions.

• Ongoing (and increased) roll-out of Multicultural 
(CaLD), Disabled and Indigenous programs, products 
and events.

Board
Ian Phipps (President)
Mitchell Collins (from April 2019)
Susan Diver-Tuck
Matt Hodge (from April 2019)
Ben McRobb
Beth Morris (from March 2019)
Paul Prindiville (until April 2019)
Sophie Row (until April 2019)
Robyn Kuhl

Staff
Robyn Kuhl   (Chief Executive Officer)
Helen Shields   (Operations & Support Manager) Maternity Leave from September 2019
Jacqueline Hunt  (Administration & Support and Acting Operations & Support Manager)  
  from September 2019
Jennifer Sadler (Administration & Support) from August 2019
Natasha Soni  (Administration & Support) from May to August 2019
Kerri Viljoen  (Administration & Support) from October 2019
Paula Johnstone  (Finance & Office) 
David Smith  (Marketing & Communications)
Julian Lloyd   (Game & Club Development) 
Karen Wickham  (Participation & Development Manager) Maternity Leave from September 2019
Ruth Gibbons  (Acting Participation & Development Manager) from September 2019
Jason Lavedure (Competitions & Events)
Jackie Tamburri  (State Teams) 
David Riddell  (Schools & Juniors) until February 2019
Gregory Hunt  (Schools & Juniors) from February 2019
Kim Maguire  (SW Regional Officer) from February to December 2019
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Your directors present their report on the company for the financial year ended 30 June 2020.

Directors

The names of each person who has been a director during the year and to the date of this report are:

Craig Carracher

Malcolm Borgeaud

Anita Palm

Kim Bradey (appointed 23 November 2019)

Tracey Holmes (retired 20 October 2019)

Grant Hyde

Ying Jiang

Kerri Potharst

Andrew Scotford

Principal Activities

The principal activities of the company during the financial year were to administer the sport of volleyball in 

Australia through:

         the conduct of national and international events, 

         the selection, training, preparation and competition of national teams; and 

         the provision of opportunities for community participation in volleyball and volleyball related activities.

Objectives and Strategies

Volleyball Australia’s main objective is to inspire the love of Volleyball by fostering participation and sporting 

excellence for the benefit of all.

Strategies to achieve this objective include:

         Create the platform which enables Volleyball Australia and the sport to operate as a solid, 
sustainable organisation

         Inspire and foster a lifelong enjoyment of volleyball for participants, volunteers, coaches and officials

         Inspire young volleyballers and beach volleyballers throughout Australia through the performances
of the Australian National Teams

         Create events which provide significant opportunities to showcase the sport of volleyball and share 
the volleyball experience

Information on Directors

Craig Carracher (LLB, Syd, University Medal; BCL, Oxon, 1st Class Hons)

President:  (Vice-President 2011, President 2013)

VOLLEYBALL AUSTRALIA LIMITED

A.B.N. 46 487 409 518

DIRECTORS REPORT

Directors have been in office since the start of the financial year to the date of this report unless otherwise stated.

Craig is currently Zonal Executive Vice President of the Asian Volleyball Confederation, the Chair of the AVC Asian 

Beach Volleyball Committee and a member of the FIVB Beach Volleyball Council. Craig was a director of the FIVB from 

2013-2016.  Craig is currently on the Board of the Australian Olympic Committee and Chairs the Culture, Nomination 

and Remuneration Committee.  He also serves on the Board of the Australian Olympic Foundation and its Investment 

Advisory Committee. Craig is a founder and owner of Scape Student Living and previously pursued an investment and 

legal career working in Asia as managing partner of a leading Australian law firm and the Australian Packer family’s 

private investment group, Consolidated Press Holdings (CPH) and its various investments.
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Information on Directors (continued)

Malcolm H Borgeaud (B Com (with Distinction) FCPA MAICD)

Vice President: (2012)

Chair, Audit and Risk Committee

Anita Palm  (B. Human Movement)

Vice President: (2013)

Anita represented Australia in Beach Volleyball at the 1996 Atlanta Olympics.

Kim Bradey (B.Sc(Ma), LL.B, GDLP)

Director: (November 2019)

Tracey Holmes

Director: (Retired October 2019)

Grant Hyde (BCom, ACA, FFIN)

Director: (2018)

Member, Audit and Risk Committee

Jiang Ying
Director: (2016)

VOLLEYBALL AUSTRALIA LIMITED

A.B.N. 46 487 409 518

DIRECTORS REPORT

Malcolm is an experienced CEO & CFO with over 20 years executive and board experience in public and private 

companies.  He has served as Chairman on State and National Committees for CPA Australia , including their 

Environmental, Social and Governance Centre of Excellence providing CPA Australia and its 180,000 members with 

advice and direction on current environmental, corporate social responsibility and corporate governance issues. 

Malcolm played volleyball in the U20’s for Australia in the Pac Rim Tournament in 1978.

Anita has extensive experience of multi-sport events through involvement at both event, planning and bidding stages of 

previous Olympics in Beijing and Sydney and the bid stages of London and Rio. This consultative work has included 

work on both the Olympics and Paralympics and has been crucial to the department planning, especially in the areas of 

sport from scheduling, through to entries, sport production, organisational integration and results. 

Kim practices as a barrister in insurance and personal injuries law at the Victorian Bar, having previously been a 

partner of a national law firm.  She sits on the Workcover Magistrates’ Court Users Group, and is a director of the 

Essoign Club Limited.  She has also had extensive experience in the administration of not-for-profit bodies, having 

served as a director of the Australian Insurance Law Association for two decades and been the secretary of the 

Malvern Marlins Masters Swimming Club for five years.  She also sits on two Law Council of Australia committees, as 

well as on the Victorian Bar's Compensation Law Bar Association committee.

For the past 25 years Tracey Holmes has worked in journalism and communications, working with some of the world’s 

most respected media platforms - CNN International, Dubai Eye, CCTV China, Foxtel, SBS and the ABC. Tracey’s 

passion for sport has seen her cover 10 Olympic Games and anchor the ABC TV coverage of the Australian World 

Series Beach Volleyball Tour. She’s been a broadcast mentor for the IOC’s Young Reporter Program at each of the 

three editions of the Youth Olympic Games.

Grant is a senior partner in the clients and industries group in Deloitte and in this role he oversees a number of the 

major accounts of the firm. He has worked for over 30 years in Australia and the UK and has extensive experience in 

mergers and acquisitions and capital raisings. Grant has previously been on the board of Caulfield South Primary 

School in Victoria for 10 years and also President of the basketball committee at Caulfield Grammar for 5 years. Prior 

to joining the VA Board he was on the Board of Volleyball Victoria.

Ying was a member of the Chinese women’s Volleyball team that won gold at the 1984 Los Angeles Olympics, and 

then won bronze four years later in Seoul. She was also a member of the 1982 and 1986 Chinese World Championship 

teams, and the team which won the 1985 World Cup. 
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Information on Directors (continued)

Kerri Pottharst 

Director: (2015)

Andrew Scotford

Director: (2014)

Meetings of Directors

The number of Director’s meetings (including meetings of committees of Directors) and number of meetings 

attended by each of the Directors of the Company during the financial year are:

Number Number eligible Number Number eligible

attended to attend attended to attend

Craig Carracher 8 8 - -

Malcolm Borgeaud 8 8 5 5

Anita Palm 8 8 - -

Kim Bradey 6 6 - -

Tracey Holmes 2 2 - -

Grant Hyde 8 8 5 5

Ying Jiang 5 8 - -

Kerri Potharst 8 8 - -

Andrew Scotford 8 8 - -

Company Limited by Guarantee

The entity is incorporated under the Corporations Act 2001 and is a company limited by guarantee. If the

entity is wound up, the Constitution states that each member is required to contribute a maximum of $1 each

towards meeting any outstanding obligations of the entity. At 30 June 2020, the number of members was 8

(2019: 8).

Director

Kerri Pottharst is a triple Beach Volleyball Olympian winning Bronze at Atlanta in 1996 and Gold in Sydney in 2000. 

Kerri represented Australia in Volleyball for 22 years - competing with the Indoor National Team for 10 years and then 

on the World Tour of Beach Volleyball until her retirement in 2005. She has been inducted into the International 

Volleyball Hall of Fame, awarded Team of the Decade by the FIVB and is a member of the Australian Sports Hall of 

Fame.

Andrew has spent the past 20 years in various roles in sport including over 7 years as the General Manager of 

Volleyball Australia from 2000 to 2007. This period has seen him in leadership roles at national, state and local level 

across a variety of sports including Cricket, AFL and Basketball. He also has a passion about sports officiating and 

continues to both officiate and coach others in numerous sports including Volleyball and Beach Volleyball. 

Audit & Risk CommitteeDirectors Meetings

VOLLEYBALL AUSTRALIA LIMITED

A.B.N. 46 487 409 518

DIRECTORS REPORT
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Auditor's Independence Declaration

A copy of the auditor's independence declaration as required under section 307C of the Corporations 

Act 2001  is set out on the following page.

Signed in accordance with a resolution of the Board of Directors.

…………………………………………….

Craig Carracher        

Director

Dated: 28 October 2020

A.B.N. 46 487 409 518

DIRECTORS REPORT

VOLLEYBALL AUSTRALIA LIMITED
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I declare that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, during the year ended 30 June 2020, there have been:

(i) no contraventions of the auditor independence requirements as set out in the Corporations Act 2001 

in relation to the audit; and

(ii) no contraventions of any applicable code of professional conduct in relation to the audit.  

CBC Partners

Chartered Accountants

Ross E. Chapman

Partner

Sydney

Dated: 22 October 2020

GPO Box 1442  Sydney  NSW  2001 Level 11, 22 Market Street  Sydney  NSW  2000

info@cbcpartners.com.au  •  cbcpartners.com.au P: + 61 2 8263 1000  •  F: + 61 2 9262 2911

AUDITOR’S INDEPENDENCE DECLARATION

TO THE DIRECTORS OF VOLLEYBALL AUSTRALIA LIMITED

VOLLEYBALL AUSTRALIA LIMITED

A.B.N. 46 487 409 518

UNDER SECTION 307C OF THE CORPORATIONS ACT 2001

CBC Partners, ABN: 64 711 635 192  • 

Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation
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2020 2019

Note $ $

Revenue 2 7,223,136    8,484,288       

Other revenue 2 7,156           11,854            

Employee benefits expense (2,403,865)   (2,365,979)      

Depreciation expense 3 (99,491)        (66,728)           

Finance costs 3 (3,788)          -                  

Competition/event expenses (1,294,776)   (1,459,801)      

Program expenses (478,302)      (1,027,858)      

Travel expenses (1,568,770)   (2,453,502)      

Consultant and contract fees (338,554)      (416,613)         

Communications expenses (85,911)        (152,251)         

Other expenses (737,130)      (545,161)         

Surplus (deficit) before income tax 219,705       8,249              

Income tax expense 1(a) -               -                  

Surplus (deficit) for the year 219,705       8,249              

Other comprehensive income: -               -                  

Other comprehensive income for the year -               -                  

Total comprehensive income for the year 219,705       8,249              

Profit (loss) attributable to:
Members of the entity 219,705       8,249              

Total comprehensive income attributable to:
Members of the entity 219,705       8,249              

A.B.N. 46 487 409 518

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2020

VOLLEYBALL AUSTRALIA LIMITED

STATEMENT OF PROFIT OR LOSS AND OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
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2020 2019

Note $ $

CURRENT ASSETS

Cash and cash equivalents 4 530,310       469,754          

Trade and other receivables 5 396,001       1,098,423       

Inventories 6 52,206         6,495              

Other assets 7 274,768       144,263          

 

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS 1,253,285    1,718,935       

NON-CURRENT ASSETS

Property, plant and equipment 8 294,264       182,803          

Right-of-use assets 9 67,014         -                  

Intangible assets 10 3,000           3,000              

TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSETS 364,278       185,803          

TOTAL ASSETS 1,617,563    1,904,738       

CURRENT LIABILITIES

Trade and other payables 11 590,661       1,651,931       

Lease liabilities 12 50,309         -                  

Borrowings 13 38,220         -                  

Provisions 14 288,843       204,157          

Other liabilities 15 1,302,522    878,010          

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES 2,270,555    2,734,098       

NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES

Lease liabilities 12 18,002         -                  

Provisions 14 17,242         78,581            

TOTAL NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES 35,244         78,581            

TOTAL LIABILITIES 2,305,799    2,812,679       

NET ASSETS (688,236)      (907,941)         

EQUITY

Accumulated surplus (deficit) (688,236)      (907,941)         

TOTAL EQUITY (688,236)      (907,941)         

AS AT 30 JUNE 2020

VOLLEYBALL AUSTRALIA LIMITED

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.

A.B.N. 46 487 409 518

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
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Accumulated

Surplus Total

$ $

Balance as at 1 July 2018 (916,190)      (916,190)         

Surplus (deficit) attributable to the entity 8,249           8,249              

Other comprehensive income for the year -               -                  

Balance at 30 June 2019 (907,941)      (907,941)         

Surplus (deficit) attributable to the entity 219,705       219,705          

Other comprehensive income for the year -               -                  

Balance at 30 June 2020 (688,236)      (688,236)         

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2020

VOLLEYBALL AUSTRALIA LIMITED

A.B.N. 46 487 409 518

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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2020 2019

Note $ $

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES

Receipts from grants and other sources 8,969,456    8,651,587       

Payments to suppliers and employees (8,740,833)   (8,590,041)      

Interest received 7,156           11,854            

Finance costs (3,788)          -                  

Net cash generated in operating activities 231,991       73,400            

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES

Proceeds from sale of property, plant & equipment -               30,000            

Purchase of property, plant & equipment (161,315)      (74,595)           

Payments for intangibles -               -                  

Net cash provided by (used in) investing activities (161,315)      (44,595)           

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES  

Proceeds from borrowings 77,021         -                  

Repayments of borrowings (38,801)        -                  

Repayments of lease liabilities (48,340)        -                  

Net cash provided by (used in) financing activities (10,120)        -                  

Net increase (decrease) in cash held 60,556         28,805            

Cash at beginning of financial year 469,754       440,949          

 
Cash at end of financial year 4 530,310       469,754          

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.

VOLLEYBALL AUSTRALIA LIMITED

A.B.N. 46 487 409 518

STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2020
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NOTE 1: STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

The financial statements are for Volleyball Australia Limited as an individual company, incorporated and 

domiciled in Australia. Volleyball Australia Limited is a company limited by guarantee.

Basis of Preparation

in AASB 1053:  Application of Tiers of Australian Accounting Standards.

The financial statements are general purpose financial statements that have been prepared in accordance

with Australian Accounting Standards - Reduced Disclosure Requirements of the Australian Accounting
Standards Board (AASB) and the Corporations Act 2001 . The company is a not-for-profit entity for financial

reporting purposes under Australian Accounting Standards.

Australian Accounting Standards set out accounting policies that the AASB has concluded would result

in the financial statements containing relevant and reliable information about transactions, events and 

conditions. Material accounting policies adopted in the preparation of this financial statements are presented 

below and have been consistently applied unless stated otherwise.

The financial statements, except for the cash flow information, have been prepared on an accruals basis and 

are based on historical costs, modified, where applicable, by the measurement at fair value of selected 

non-current assets, financial assets and financial liabilities. The amounts presented in the financial

statements have been rounded to the nearest dollar.

The financial statements were authorised for issue on 22 October 2020 by the directors of the company.

Accounting Policies

(a)  Going Concern

Notwithstanding the deficiency of net assets, the financial report has been prepared on a going concern basis

which assumes continuity of nomal business activities and the realisation of assets and liabilities in the

ordinary course of business.

For the year ended 30 June 2020, the company incurred a surplus of $219,705, and as at this date had an 

accumulated deficit of $688,236 and a deficiency of current assets to current liabilities of $1,017,270.

The directors believe that the going concern is appropriate given the following:

-  the funding support provided by Sports Australia

-  the budgetary measures that have been implemented for an operating surplus in 2020-21

Should the company be unable to continue as a going concern it is unlikely that it will realise its assets and

extinguish its liabilities in the normal course of business and at the amounts stated in the financial

statements. The financial statements include no adjustments relating to the recoverability and classification

of recorded asset amounts or to the amounts and classification of liabilities that might be necessary should

the entity not continue as a going concern.

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2020

Volleyball Australia Ltd applies Australian Accounting Standards – Reduced Disclosure Requirements as set out in 

A.B.N. 46 487 409 518

VOLLEYBALL AUSTRALIA LIMITED

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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NOTE 1: STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)

(b) Revenue

Grant Revenue

Non-reciprocal grant revenue is recognised in the statement of profit or loss when the company obtains

control of the grant and it is probable that the economic benefits gained from the grant will flow to the

company and the amount of the grant can be measured reliably.

If conditions are attached to the grant which must be satisfied before it is eligible to receive the contribution, 

the recognition of the grant as revenue will be deferred until those conditions are satisfied.

When grant revenue is received whereby the company incurs an obligation to deliver economic value

directly back to the contributor, this is considered a reciprocal transaction and the grant revenue is

recognised in the statement of financial position as a liability until the service has been delivered to the

contributor, otherwise the grant is recognised as income on receipt.

Donations and bequests are recognised as revenue when received.

Other Income

Revenue from the rendering of a service or goods sold is recognised upon the delivery of the services to the

customer. Sponsorship Income is recognised as relating to the financial year. 

Interest Revenue

Interest revenue is recognised using the effective interest method.

All revenue is stated net of the amount of goods and services tax (GST).

(c) Income Tax

No provision for income tax has been raised as the company is exempt from income tax under Division 50 
of the Income Tax Assessment Act 1997 .

(d) Inventories

Inventories are measured at the lower of cost and current replacement value. 

(e) Property, Plant and Equipment

Each class of property, plant and equipment is carried at cost, less, where applicable, accumulated

depreciation and impairment losses.

Plant and equipment

Plant and equipment are measured on the cost basis and are therefore carried at cost less accumulated 

depreciation and any accumulated impairment losses.  In the event the carrying amount of plant and 

equipment is greater than its estimated recoverable amount, the carrying amount is written down 

immediately to its estimated recoverable amount and impairment losses are recognised either in profit 

or loss or as a revaluation decrease if the impairment losses relate to a revalued asset.  A formal 

assessment of recoverable amount is made when impairment indicators are present (refer to Note 1(f) 

for details of impairment).

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2020

A.B.N. 46 487 409 518

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

VOLLEYBALL AUSTRALIA LIMITED
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NOTE 1: STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)

(e) Property, Plant and Equipment (continued)

Plant and equipment that have been contributed at no cost, or for nominal cost, are valued and recognised 

at the fair value of the asset at the date it is acquired. 

Depreciation

The depreciable amount of all fixed assets including building and capitalised lease assets, but excluding 

freehold land, are depreciated on a straight line basis over their useful lives to the company commencing 

from the time the asset is held ready for use. Leasehold improvements are depreciated over the shorter 

of either the unexpired period of the lease or the estimated useful lives of the improvements.

The depreciation rates used for each class of depreciable assets are:

Class of fixed asset Depreciation rate

Office furniture and equipment 10 - 33%

Software 33%

The assets' residual values and useful lives are reviewed, and adjusted if appropriate, at the end of each

reporting period.

Gains and losses on disposals are determined by comparing proceeds with the carrying amount. These 

gains or losses are recognised in profit or loss in the period in which they arise. When revalued assets are 

sold, amounts included in the revaluation surplus relating to that asset are transferred to retained surplus.

(f) Leases

The Entity as lessee

At inception of a contract, the Company assesses if the contract contains or is a lease. If there is a lease

present, a right-of-use asset and a corresponding lease liability is recognised by the Company where the

Company is a lessee. However, all contracts that are classified as short-term leases (lease with remaining

lease term of 12 months or less) and leases of low-value assets are recognised as an operating expense

on a straight-line basis over the term of the lease.

Initially, the lease liability is measured at the present value of the lease payments still to be paid at the

commencement date. The lease payments are discounted at the interest rate implicit in the lease. If this

rate cannot be readily determined, the Company uses the incremental borrowing rate.

Lease payments included in the measurement of the lease liability are as follows:

-  fixed lease payments less any lease incentives;

-  variable lease payments that depend on an index or rate, initially measured using the index or rate at

the commencement date;

-  the amount expected to be payable by the lessee under residual value guarantees;

-  the exercise price of purchase options, if the lessee is reasonably certain to exercise the options;

-  lease payments under extension options if lessee is reasonably certain to exercise the options; and

-  payments of penalties for terminating the lease, if the lease term reflects the exercise of an option to

terminate the lease.

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2020

VOLLEYBALL AUSTRALIA LIMITED

A.B.N. 46 487 409 518
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NOTE 1: STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)

(f) Leases (continued)

The right-of-use assets is an initial measurement of the corresponding lease liability less any incentives

and initial direct costs. Subsequently, the measurement is the cost less accumulated depreciation (and

impairment if applicable).

Right-of-use assets are depreciated over the lease term or useful life of the underlying asset whichever is

the shortest. Where a lease transfers ownership of the underlying asset or the cost of the right-of-use

asset reflects that the Company anticipates to exercise a purchase option, the specific asset is depreciated

over the useful life of the underlying asset.

Concessionary Leases

For leases that have significantly below-market terms and conditions principally to enable the Company to

further its objectives (commonly known as peppercorn/concessionary leases), the Company has adopted the

temporary relief under AASB 2018-8 and measures the right of use asset at cost on initial recognition.

(g) Financial Instruments

Initial recognition and measurement

Financial assets and financial liabilities are recognised when the entity becomes a party to the contractual 

provisions to the instrument. For financial assets, this is equivalent to the date that the company commits 

itself to either purchase or sell the asset (ie trade date accounting is adopted).

Financial instruments are initially measured at fair value plus transaction costs, except where the

instrument is classified ‘at fair value through profit or loss’ in which case transaction costs are recognised

immediately as expenses in profit or loss.

Classification and subsequent measurement

Financial assets

Financial assets are subsequently measured at:

- amortised cost;

- fair value through other comprehensive income; or

- fair value through profit or loss

Measurement is on the basis of two primary criteria:

- the contractual cash flow characteristics of the financial asset; and

- the business model for managing the financial assets

Financial assets are classified at ‘fair value through profit or loss’ when they are either held for trading

for the purpose of short term profit taking, derivatives not held for hedging purposes, or when they are

designated as such to avoid an accounting mismatch or to enable performance evaluation where a group 

of financial assets is managed by key management personnel on a fair value basis in accordance with 

a documented risk management or investment strategy. Such assets are subsequently measured at

fair value with changes in carrying value being included in profit or loss.

VOLLEYBALL AUSTRALIA LIMITED

A.B.N. 46 487 409 518

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2020
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NOTE 1: STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)

(g) Financial Instruments (continued)

Loans and receivables

Loans and receivables are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable payments that are not

quoted in an active market and are subsequently measured at amortised cost.

Loans and receivables are included in current assets, except for those which are not expected to mature

within 12 months after the end of the reporting period. 

Financial liabilities

Non-derivative financial liabilities other than financial guarantees are subsequently measured at amortised 

cost. Gains or losses are recognised in profit or loss through the amortisation process and when the

financial liability is derecognised.

Derecognition 

Derecognition refers to the removal of a previously recognised financial asset or financial liability from the

statement of financial position.

Derecognition of financial liabilities

A liability is derecognised when it is extinguished (i.e. when the obligation in the contract is discharged, 

cancelled or expires). An exchange of an existing financial liability for a new one with substantially modified 

terms, or a substantial modification to the terms of financial liability, is treated as an extinguishment of the 

existing liability and recognition of a new financial liability.

The differences between the carrying amount of the financial liability derecognised and the consideration paid

and payable, including any non-cash assets transferred or liabilities assumed, is recognised in profit or loss.

Derecognition of financial assets

A financial asset is derecognised when he holder's contractual rights to its cash flows expires, or the asset 

is transferred in such a way that all risks and rewards of ownerships are subsequently transferred.

All the following criteria need to be satisfied for the derecognition of a financial asset:

   - the right to receive cash flows from the asset has expired or been transferred;

   - all risk and rewards of ownership of the asset have been substantially transferred; and 

   - the company no longer controls the asset (i.e. has no practical ability to make unilateral decision to sell 

the asset to a third party).

(h) Impairment of Assets

At the end of each reporting period, the group assesses whether there is any indication that an asset

may be impaired. If such an indication exists, an impairment test is carried out on the asset by comparing 

the recoverable amount of the asset, being the higher of the asset’s fair value less costs to sell and value 

in use to the asset’s carrying value. Any excess of the asset’s carrying value over its recoverable amount is 

recognised immediately in profit or loss. Where it is not possible to estimate the recoverable amount of a 

class of assets, the company estimates the recoverable amount of the cash-generating unit to which the 

class of assets belong.

VOLLEYBALL AUSTRALIA LIMITED

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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NOTE 1: STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)

(i) Employee Benefits

Provision is made for the company's liability for employee benefits arising from services rendered by 

employees to the end of the reporting period. Employee benefits that are expected to be settled within 

one year have been measured at the amounts expected to be paid when the liability is settled. Employee 

benefits payable later than one year have been measured at the present value of the estimated future 

cash outflows to be made for those benefits. In determining the liability, consideration is given to employee

wage increases and the probability that the employee may not satisfy vesting requirements. Those cash

outflows are discounted using market yields on national government bonds with terms to maturity that

match the expected timing of cash flows.

(j) Cash and cash equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents includes cash on hand, deposits held at call with banks, other short-term highly 

liquid investments with original maturities of three months or less, and bank overdrafts. Bank overdrafts are 

shown within short-term borrowings on the statement of financial position.

(k)  Intangibles

Trademarks are initially recognised at cost. It is assessed annually for impairment.

(l) Trade and Other Payables

Trade and other payables represent the liability outstanding at the end of the reporting period for goods

and services received by the company during the reporting period, which remain unpaid. The balance is

recognised as a current liability with the amounts normally paid within 30 days of recognition of the liability.

(m) Finance Costs

Finance costs are recognised as an expense in the period in which they are incurred.

(n) Goods and Services Tax (GST)

Revenues, expenses and assets are recognised net of the amount of GST, except where the amount of 

GST incurred is not recoverable from the Australian Tax Office (ATO).

Receivables and payables are stated inclusive of the amount of GST receivable or payable. The net

amount of GST recoverable from, or payable to, the ATO is included with other receivables or payables in

the statement of financial position.

Cash flows are presented on a gross basis. The GST components of cash flows arising from investing or

financing activities which are recoverable from, or payable to, the ATO are presented as operating cash

flows included in receipts from customers or payments to suppliers.

(o) Comparative Figures

Where required by Accounting Standards comparative figures have been adjusted to conform with changes in 

presentation for the current financial year.

A.B.N. 46 487 409 518
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NOTE 1: STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)

(p) Critical Accounting Estimates and Judgments

Key Judgements 

Key Estimates

(i)  Incremental borrowing rate

Where the interest rate implicit in a lease cannot be readily determined, an incremental borrowing rate

is estimated. Such a rate is based on what the Company estimates it would have to pay a third party to

borrow the funds necessary to obtain an asset of a similar value to the right of use asset, with similar 

terms, security and economic environment.

(q)  New and Amended Accounting Standards Adopted by the Entity

Leases - Adoption of AASB 16

The Company has adopted AASB 16 Leases using the modified retrospective (cumulative catch-up) method

from 1 January 2019 and therefore the comparative information for the year ended 30 June 2019 has not

been restated, and has been prepared in accordance with AASB 117 Lease and associated Accounting

Interpretations.

On adoption of AASB 16, the company recognised lease liabilities in relation to leases which had previously 

been classified as ‘operating leases’ under the principles of AASB 117 Leases. These liabilities were 

measured at the present value of the remaining lease payments, discounted using the lessee’s implicit 

interest rate or incremental borrowing rate as of 1 July 2019. The weighted average lessee’s incremental 

borrowing rate applied to the lease liabilities on 1 July 2019 was 4.0%.

Revenue from Contracts with Customers - Adoption of AASB 15 and Income of Not-for-Profit

Entities - Adoption of AASB 1058

The Company has adopted AASB 15 Revenue from Contracts with Customers and AASB 1058 Income of

Not-for-Profit Entities.

The Company has applied AASB 15 and AASB 1058 using the cumulative effect method which means the

comparative information has not been restated and continues to be reported under AASB 118, AASB 1004

and related interpretations.

A.B.N. 46 487 409 518

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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The directors evaluate estimates and judgments incorporated into the financial statements based on historical 

knowledge and best available current information. Estimates assume a reasonable expectation of future events and 

are based on current trends and economic data, obtained both externally and within the company.
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2020 2019

$ $

NOTE 2: REVENUE

Revenue

Grants 4,245,792    3,662,936       

Sponsorships 503,777       1,215,361       

Membership fees 282,234       271,154          

Athlete and other contributions 810,657       1,742,963       

Education and development 27,018         62,567            

Competition and events 798,600       1,210,104       

Government subsidies 340,000       -                  

Other revenue 215,058       319,203          

 
7,223,136    8,484,288       

Other revenue

Interest received 7,156           11,854            

7,156           11,854            

Government subsidies

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the company received the cash flow boost and 

JobKeeper subsidies from the government which are recognised as they accrue.

NOTE 3: SURPLUS FOR THE YEAR

Depreciation expense:

- Office furniture and equipment 49,854         66,728            

- Right-of-use assets 49,637         -                  

99,491         66,728            

Finance costs:

- Interest paid on lease liabilities 3,788           -                  

3,788           -                  

Remuneration of the auditor for:

 - audit or reviewing the financial report 29,908         10,714            

 - non-audit services -               -                  

29,908         10,714            

NOTE 4: CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

CURRENT

Cash on hand 5,699           19,142            

Cash at bank 524,611       450,612          

530,310       469,754          

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

VOLLEYBALL AUSTRALIA LIMITED

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2020

A.B.N. 46 487 409 518
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2020 2019

$ $

NOTE 5: TRADE AND OTHER RECEIVABLES

CURRENT

Trade receivables 357,933       987,919          

Provision for impairment (100,059)      (26,421)           

257,874       961,498          

Other receivables 138,127       136,925          

396,001       1,098,423       

NOTE 6: INVENTORIES

CURRENT

Stock on hand 52,206         6,495              

52,206         6,495              

NOTE 7: OTHER ASSETS

CURRENT

Prepayments 274,768       144,263          

274,768       144,263          

NOTE 8: PROPERTY, PLANT & EQUIPMENT

Office furniture and equipment - at cost 682,762       586,447          
Less: accumulated depreciation OFE (453,498)      (403,644)         

 

229,264       182,803          

 

Software - at cost 65,000         -                  
Less: accumulated depreciation SW -               -                  

 

65,000         -                  

Total property, plant and equipment 294,264       182,803          

Movement in Carrying Amounts

Movement in the carrying amounts for each class of property, plant and 

equipment between the beginning and the end of the current financial year:

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2020

A.B.N. 46 487 409 518
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2020 2019

$ $

NOTE 8: PROPERTY, PLANT & EQUIPMENT (CONTINUED)

Office furniture

& equipment Software Total

2020 $ $ $

Balance at the beginning of year 182,803      -               182,803          

Additions at cost 96,315        65,000         161,315          

Disposals -             -               -                  

Gain (loss) on disposal -             -               -                  

Depreciation expense (49,854)      -               (49,854)           

Carrying amount at the end of year 229,264      65,000         294,264          

NOTE 9: RIGHT-OF-USE ASSETS

Leased building 116,651       -                  
Less: accumulated depreciation ROUA (49,637)        -                  

 

67,014         -                  

 
67,014         -                  

Movement in Carrying Amounts

Movement in the carrying amounts of right-of-use assets between the 

beginning and the end of the current financial year:

Leased

Building Total

2020 $ $

Recognised on initial application of AASB 16 (previously

classified as operating leases under AASB 117) 116,651       116,651          

Additions to right-of-use asset -               -                  

Depreciation expense (49,637)        (49,637)           

Net carrying amount at the end of the year 67,014         67,014            

Concessionary lease

The company has a concessionary lease to 30 June 2021 for use of office space in Building 11 and Building 20 

at the Australian Institute of Sport. The lease is measured at cost in accordance with the company's 

accounting policy outlined in Note 1(f). Without this concessionary lease, the company's operating result would 

be significantly impacted.

VOLLEYBALL AUSTRALIA LIMITED

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2020
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2020 2019

Note $ $

NOTE 10: INTANGIBLE ASSETS

NON CURRENT

Patent - Spike Zone 3,000           3,000              

Less: accumulated impairment losses -               -                  

3,000           3,000              

NOTE 11: TRADE AND OTHER PAYABLES

CURRENT

Trade payables 290,638       1,122,255       

Other payables and accruals 158,788       441,470          

Other payables (net amount of GST payable) 141,235       88,206            

590,661       1,651,931       

Financial liabilities at amortised cost classified as trade

and other payables

Trade and other payables:

-   total current 590,661       1,651,931       

-   total non-current -               -                  

590,661       1,651,931       

Less: other payables (141,235)      (88,206)           

Financial liabilities as trade and other payables 20 449,426       1,563,725       

NOTE 12: LEASE LIABILITIES

CURRENT

Right-of-use assets 50,309         -                      

50,309         -                      

NON-CURRENT
Right-of-use assets NC 18,002         -                      

18,002         -                      

NOTE 13: BORROWINGS

CURRENT

Insurance Premium Funding 38,220         -                  

38,220         -                  

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2020

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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2020 2019

$ $

NOTE 14: PROVISIONS

CURRENT

Provision for employee benefits: annual leave 219,335       204,157          

Provision for employee benefits: long service leave 69,508         -                  

288,843       204,157          

NON CURRENT 
Provision for employee benefits: long service leave NC 17,242         78,581            

17,242         78,581            

306,085       282,738          

Provision for Employee Benefits

Provision for employee benefits represents amounts accrued for annual leave and long service leave.

The current portion for this provision includes the total amount accrued for annual leave entitlements

and the amounts accrued for long service leave entitlements that have vested due to employees having 

completed the required period of service. Based on past experience, the company does not expect the 

full amount of annual leave or long service leave balances classified as current liabilities to be settled

within the next 12 months. However, these amounts must be classified as current liabilities since the

group does not have an unconditional right to defer the settlement of these amounts in the event

employees wish to use their leave entitlement.

In calculating the present value of future cash flows in respect of long service leave, the probability of long 

service leave being taken is based on historical data. The measurement and recognition criteria relating to 

employee benefits have been discussed in Note 1(i).

2020 2019

$ $

NOTE 15: OTHER LIABILITIES

CURRENT

Income received in advance 1,302,522    878,010          

1,302,522    878,010          

NOTE 16: OPERATING LEASE COMMITMENTS

Non - cancellable operating leases contracted for but not

capitalised in the financial statements.

 - not later than one year -                   30,000            

 - later than one year but not later than five years -                   -                      
-                   30,000            

VOLLEYBALL AUSTRALIA LIMITED

A.B.N. 46 487 409 518
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NOTE 17: EVENTS AFTER THE REPORTING PERIOD

The Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic, as declared by the World Health Organisation, continues 

subsequent to the company's year end. In the current environment it is challenging to predict with certainty 

the expected impact of COVID-19 on the results of the company for future reporting years.

Due to the management of the ongoing COVID-19 response across Australia, the Board of Volleyball Australia 

has cancelled the 2020 Australian Volleyball Schools Cup (AVSC) originally scheduled for December 2020. 

The AVSC is one of our premier events and generates a material amount of revenue. 

Management and the directors are continuing to monitor trading conditions and cash flows in order to

adapt to the new environment.

No other matters or circumstances have arisen since the end of the reporting period that have significantly 

affected, or may significantly effect the operations of the group, the results of those operations or the state 

of affairs of the company in future financial years.

NOTE 18: OTHER RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS

Other related parties include close family members of key management personnel and entities that are 

controlled or jointly controlled by those key management personnel individually or collectively with their 

close family members.

Transactions between related parties are on normal commercial terms and conditions no more favourable 

than those available to other parties unless otherwise stated.

2020 2019

$ $

NOTE 19: KEY MANAGEMENT PERSONNEL COMPENSATION

Any person(s) having authority and responsibility for planning, directing and 

controlling the activities of the company, directly or indirectly, including any 

director (whether executive or otherwise) of the company is considered key

management personnel.

The totals of remuneration paid to key management personnel (KMP) of the 

company during the year are as follows:

Key management personnel compensation 537,850       545,181          

NOTE 20: FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT

The company's financial instruments consist mainly of cash and 

cash equivalents, trade and other receivables, trade and other 

payables and lease liabilities.

The totals for each category of financial instruments, measured 

in accordance with AASB 9: Financial Instruments as detailed in the

accounting policies to these financial statements, are as follows:

VOLLEYBALL AUSTRALIA LIMITED

A.B.N. 46 487 409 518
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2020 2019

$ $

NOTE 20: FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT (CONTINUED)

Financial Assets

Financial assets at amortised cost

-  Cash and cash equivalents 4 530,310       469,754          

 - Trade and other receivables 5 396,001       1,098,423       

926,311       1,568,177       

Financial Liabilities

Financial liabilities at amortised cost

- Trade and other payables 11 449,426       1,563,725       

- Lease liabilities 12 68,311         -                  

517,737       1,563,725       

NOTE 21: ENTITY DETAILS

The registered office and principal place of business of the company is:

Australian Institute of Sport

Leverrier Street

Bruce ACT 2617

NOTE 22: MEMBERS' GUARANTEE

The entity is incorporated under the Corporations Act 2001  and is a company limited by guarantee. If the

entity is wound up, the Constitution states that each member is required to contribute a maximum of $1 each

towards meeting any outstanding obligations of the entity. At 30 June 2020, the number of members was 8

(2019: 8).

A.B.N. 46 487 409 518
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In accordance with a resolution of the directors of Volleyball Australia Limited, the directors of the company

declare that:

1. The financial statements and notes, as set out on pages 6 to 23, are in accordance with the 
Corporations Act 2001  and:

(a)   comply with Australian Accounting Standards - Reduced Disclosure Requirements; and

(b)   give a true and fair view of the financial position as at 30 June 2020 and of its 

performance for the year ended on that date.

2. In the directors’ opinion there are reasonable grounds to believe that the company will be able to pay its debts 

as and when they become due and payable.

…………………………………………….

Craig Carracher

President

Dated: 28 October 2020

A.B.N. 46 487 409 518
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Report on the Audit of the Financial Report

Opinion

We have audited the accompanying financial report of Volleyball Australia Limited, which comprises the 

statement of financial position as at 30 June 2020, the statement of profit and loss and other comprehensive 

income, statement of changes in equity and statement of cash flows for the year then ended, notes 

comprising a summary of significant accounting policies and other explanatory information, and the directors' 

declaration.

Auditor's Opinion

In our opinion the financial report of Volleyball Australia Limited is in accordance with the Corporations 

Act 2001 , including:

(a)  giving a true and fair view of the company’s financial position as at 30 June 2020 and of its

performance for the year ended on that date; and

(b)  complying with Australian Accounting Standards - Reduced Disclosure Requirements and the
Corporations Regulations 2001 .

Basis for Opinion

GPO Box 1442  Sydney  NSW  2001 Level 11, 22 Market Street  Sydney  NSW  2000

info@cbcpartners.com.au  •  cbcpartners.com.au P: + 61 2 8263 1000  •  F: + 61 2 9262 2911

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT TO THE MEMBERS OF

VOLLEYBALL AUSTRALIA LIMITED

CBC Partners, ABN: 64 711 635 192  • 

Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation

We conducted our audit in accordance with Australian Auditing Standards. Our responsibilities under those 

standards are further described in the Auditors’ Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Report section of our 

report. We are independent of the company in accordance with the auditor independence requirements of the 

Corporations Act 2001  and the ethical requirements of the Accounting Professional and Ethical Standards Board’s 

APES 110: Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants (the Code) that are relevant to our audit of the financial 

report in Australia. We have also fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in accordance with the Code.

We confirm that the independence declaration required by the Corporations Act 2001 , which has been given to the 

directors of the company, would be in the same terms if given to the directors as at the same time of this auditor's 

report.

A.B.N. 46 487 409 518

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.

VOLLEYBALL AUSTRALIA LIMITED
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Emphasis of Matter

Information Other than the Financial Report and Auditor’s Report Thereon

Responsibilities of the Directors for the Financial Report

GPO Box 1442  Sydney  NSW  2001 Level 11, 22 Market Street  Sydney  NSW  2000

info@cbcpartners.com.au  •  cbcpartners.com.au P: + 61 2 8263 1000  •  F: + 61 2 9262 2911

A.B.N. 46 487 409 518

VOLLEYBALL AUSTRALIA LIMITED

VOLLEYBALL AUSTRALIA LIMITED

CBC Partners, ABN: 64 711 635 192  • 

Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation

The directors are responsible for the other information. The other information comprises the information included in 

the company’s annual report for the year ended 30 June 2020, but does not include the financial report and our 

auditor’s report thereon. Our opinion on the financial report does not cover the other information and accordingly we 

do not express any form of assurance conclusion thereon. In connection with our audit of the financial report, our 

responsibility is to read the other information and, in doing so, consider whether the other information is materially 

inconsistent with the financial report or our knowledge obtained in the audit or other appears to be materially 

misstated. If, based on the work we have performed, we conclude that there is a material misstatement of other 

information, we are required to report that fact. We have nothing to report in this regard.

The directors of the company are responsible for the preparation of the financial report that gives a true and fair view 

and have determined that the basis for preparation described in Note 1 to the financial report is appropriate to meet 

the requirements of the Corporations Act 2001  and is appropriate to meet the needs of the members. The directors' 

responsibility also includes such internal control as the directors determine is necessary to enable the preparation of 

the financial report that gives a true and fair view and is free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or 

error.

In preparing the financial report, the directors are responsible for assessing the ability of the company's ability to 

continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and using the going 

concern basis of accounting unless the directors either intend to liquidate the company or to cease operations, or 

have no realistic alternative but to do so.

We draw attention to Note 1(a) in the financial report, which indicates that the Company has an accumulated deficit 

of $688,236 and current liabilities exceeded its total assets by $1,017,270 as at 30 June 2020. As stated in Note 1, 

these events or conditions, along with other matters as set forth in Note 1, indicate that a material uncertainty exists 

that may cast significant doubt on the Company’s ability to continue as a going concern. Our opinion is not modified 

in respect of this matter.

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT TO THE MEMBERS OF
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Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Report

Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Report (continued)

CBC Partners

Chartered Accountants

Ross E. Chapman

Partner

Sydney

Dated: 28 October 2020

GPO Box 1442  Sydney  NSW  2001 Level 11, 22 Market Street  Sydney  NSW  2000

info@cbcpartners.com.au  •  cbcpartners.com.au P: + 61 2 8263 1000  •  F: + 61 2 9262 2911

CBC Partners, ABN: 64 711 635 192  • 

Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation

VOLLEYBALL AUSTRALIA LIMITED

A.B.N. 46 487 409 518

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT TO THE MEMBERS OF

VOLLEYBALL AUSTRALIA LIMITED

A further description of our responsibilities for the audit of the financial report is located at the Auditing and 

Assurance Standards Board website at: http://www.auasb.gov.au/Home.aspx. This description forms part of our 

auditor's report.

Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial report as a whole is free from 

material misstatement whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes our opinion. 

Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance 

with the Australian Auditing Standards will always detect a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can 

arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be 

expected to influence the economic decision of users taken on the basis of this financial report.
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